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1. Introduction
Amey have been commissioned by KCC (Kent County Council) to prepare Transport
Business Cases, appropriate to the size and scope of each scheme, for each of the
projects which have been allocated Local Growth Fund finance.
The initial business case for West Kent LSTF – Tackling Congestion, which covered the
2015/16 financial year, only, was submitted in February 2015. The following business
case covers the remainder of the programme from April 2016 to March 2021.

1.1

Purpose of Report
The overall purpose of this report is to provide a Business Case covering the West Kent:
Tackling Congestion scheme 2016 to 2021. In doing so it draws on the results of an
earlier Gap Analysis exercise, also undertaken on behalf of KCC by Amey.
It also forms the basis of a brief to deliver the required elements in order to assist Kent
County Council in delivering these or in procuring resource to deliver them.
The report broadly follows the 5-Case Model for Transport Business Case preparation,
incorporating design and environmental issues as well as a summary of the overall risks
in terms of project delivery and project funding approval. This includes:


The potential for the project to be called in for review by DfT or other bodies
before it is delivered



The potential for challenge from stakeholders which may jeopardise or delay
the project



The potential that a subsequent review of the project after implementation may
identify issues relating to the delivery of overall outcomes (e.g. job creation or
transport modal shift)

1.2

Specific Scheme
This scheme, in previous submissions to the SELEP, is entitled:

West Kent: Tackling Congestion
This report describes the function of the proposal from 2016 through to 2021, which
consists of a number of Local Sustainable Transport Fund (LSTF) capital measures for
implementation in West Kent in that time period.
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These measures will compliment and be introduced alongside a number of LSTF revenue
measures that received support from the Department for Transport (DfT) in the 2015/16
LSTF revenue funding round and which it is expected will continue beyond then. The
measures draw on the experience gained from implementation of similar LSTF capital
measures introduced with the support of LGF in 2015/16. It also supports a number of
other LGF capital infrastructure schemes and other local initiatives targeted at particular
pinch points in the highways network for West Kent.
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2

Scheme Summary

2.1

Introduction to Project
West Kent: Tackling Congestion is a package of measures that will address the growing
connectivity problems caused in West Kent by traffic congestion and a lack of capacity in
the strategic road and rail networks, which is damaging business confidence and the
competitive advantage that West Kent businesses have traditionally enjoyed. It will focus
in particular on addressing the peak hour congestion caused by the school run and
journeys to work by increasing the attractiveness of making door to door journeys by
sustainable modes. Infrastructure improvements will be delivered at stations, town
centres and key interchange points to facilitate multi-modal journeys using public
transport, walking and cycling.
The capital package will be supported by KCC’s 2015/16 revenue LSTF bid, which
includes the development of an innovative smartphone accessible website, promotion of
the transport network, future ticketing technologies and promotion to businesses of
technologies such as telephone and video conferencing and communication/connection
software to allow home working. The website will provide cost, mode and journey time
comparisons, real time information throughout the journey, access to ticketing accounts
and promote the use of sustainable modes and car sharing, building a profile of the user
to target future publicity and promotions. Personalised journey planning will be used to
promote the website to those who would not usually consider any means other than the
car for their journey/s.
There are currently no LSTF revenue funds available beyond 2015/16 and as a result
ongoing support for the revenue measures may be limited to local sources. However,
KCC is currently developing a bid for submission to the recently announced Sustainable
Travel Transition Year, competition fund, for 2016/17. The results of this competition will
be made known in April 2016. Government has also announced that an Access Fund will
be made available, through to 2020, to offer revenue support to sustainable transport
and access measures. However the details of this fund are yet to be published.
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2.2

Category of Transport Business Case
With LGF expenditure across the remaining 5 year duration of the scheme expected to
be £4.2m and match funds in the region of £3.37m the overall scheme will provide total
funding between 2016 and 2021 of approximately £7.57m. As a consequence the
scheme is classified as a ‘large’ scheme.

2.3

Overview
Table 1 illustrates the current position for the overall scheme (i.e. inc 15/16):
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Table 1 – West Kent: Tackling Congestion (2015 to 2021)
Measure
Station Access
Improvements and Town
Centre Links (x3)

Cycle Parking at Stations
and town centres (x4)

15/16
Snodland Station Forecourt

16/17
Maidstone East Station

14 cycle storage spaces, car parking, 1
new bus stop, new pedestrian route.
Station building refurbished & manned.

Improved Station forecourt, pick up/drop off area, cycle parking, bus stop, access routes, signage, seating, lighting &
CCTV.

Maidstone Town Centre

Maidstone East Station,
Maidstone E. Tonbridge
Tunbridge Wells
Tonbridge
Swanley
20 additional spaces each (Total 60)

Swanley

Swanley

Swanley

Cycle parking spaces provided for
Maidstone Town Centre

Cycle Infrastructure
Schemes (x2)

Pedestrian Information
Displays (x 5/6)

Tunbridge Wells
Design of Tunbridge Wells/Tonbridge A26
cycle route

Tunbridge Wells

Bus stop infrastructure
Match Funding to
Businesses and Hospitals
Innovative Schools Fund

N/A

18/19
Tonbridge &
Swanley
Station

Swanley

19/20
Swanley
Station

20/21
Swanley
Station

Swanley
20 spaces
Swanley

Implement x 2 new cycle routes 2 cycle route/s
Design cycle routes

between Swanley Town Centre and the Station

Bat and Ball Station &
Tunbridge Wells
Way finding signs (x1 each)
N/A

Maidstone E.
Station
x 1 sign
N/A

N/A

Sevenoaks routes 306 and 308 to
Did
not proceed
Bluewater
Grants offered via bidding process

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Grants, via bidding process

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Grants offered via bidding process

Grants, via bidding process

TBC

TBC

TBC

TBC

Tunbridge Wells

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Way finding signs installed

Future Ticketing
Technologies

17/18
Maidstone E.
& Tonbridge
Station

Smart Ticketing

Swanley Station & Town Centre
Way finding signs (x3/4)
N/A
N/A

Arriva pilot in Maidstone rolled out across W
Kent in 2015/16

18 schools supported
Shared Space (x 1)

N/A

Pedestrian, Cycle & Bus
improvements to Town Centre
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The proposals have evolved since the submission of the 2015/16 business case with
greater emphasis, going forward, placed on packaging scheme elements together at the
same location. There are also some scheme elements introduced in 2015/16 that it was
assumed would continue into future years, which either will not now do so or will do but
do not now require LGF capital support to achieve this. Table 2 illustrates:
Measure

Proposed @

Status

15/16
Snodland

Maidstone East

Proposed Now

Station

Borough Council will use in house

completed in

funds to complete town centre

2015/16

links

Continue

Will be undertaken in 2016/17 &

Station Access to commence
Improvements 2016/17

17/18

& Town
New element

Centre Links

Tonbridge – to be undertaken in
2017/18 & 18/19

New element

Swanley – design 2016/17,
implementation in 18/19, 19/20 &
20/21

Maidstone Town

Completed

N/A

Maidstone East

Continue

Maidstone East – integrated with
station improvements package
(above)

Cycle Parking

New element

Tonbridge – integrated with

at Stations &

station improvements package

Town Centres

(above)
New element

Swanley – integrated with station
improvements package (above)

New element

Tunbridge Wells - integrated with
Shared Space package (below)
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Measure

Proposed @

Status

15/16

Proposed Now

Tunbridge Wells

Completed

N/A

Swanley (x2

Re-scheduled

Implementation 2018/19, 19/20 &

Cycle
Infrastructure
Schemes

routes)
Tunbridge Wells

20/21
Town Centre

Tunbridge Wells – x1 edge of

completed

town sign proposed in 2016/17

New element

Maidstone E. Station – x 1 at
station exit in 2017/18

Pedestrian
New element

Information

Swanley Station – x 3/4 signs,
plus fingerposts, proposed

Displays

between station and town centre
between 2018 & 2021
New element

Bat & Ball Station – x 1 sign
proposed in 2016/17

Future

Roll out to one

100% Roll out

Ticketing

sixth of W Kent

completed in

Technology

each year to

2015/16

N/A

2021
Bus Stop

New Bus Stops

Infrastructure

for 306/8 in W

Did not proceed

No longer proposed

Kent
Match

Grants each year Completed

Further grants will be supported

Funding to

to 2021

by KCC in house funds in 2016/17

2015/16

Businesses

and possibly beyond

and Hospitals
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Proposed @

Measure

Status

15/16

Proposed Now

Innovative

Grants each year Completed

Further grants will be supported

Schools Fund

to 2021

by KCC in house funds in 2016/17

2015/16

and possibly beyond
Shared Space

New Measure

Tunbridge Wells – shared space in
town centre public realm, 2016/17

Table 2 – Revised Programme
An options appraisal has been undertaken and design/delivery risks are considered
limited. These should be seen in the context that this is a ‘large’ scheme, generally
recognised as being based on:


A narrative argument supported by existing information



The strategic fit of the scheme, which is already well established in this case in
relation to supporting housing and employment growth in the area



Complementary support for other schemes, which in this case includes many of
the other capital schemes proposed for West Kent as well as the LSTF revenue
scheme



Design issues whereby the designs of complementary schemes must take into
account the requirements of each other to ensure their development is aligned,
conflicts are avoided and there is maximum scope for synergy between the
schemes.

2.4

The Transport Business Case
The UK Treasury ‘Green Book’ sets out a process for presenting the business case for
investment schemes involving public funds. This approach involves three stages:

Strategic Outline Case (SOC)
This is the scoping stage of the investment process. The purpose of the SOC is to
confirm the strategic context of the investment; to make a robust case for change; and
to provide stakeholders and customers with an indication of the proposed way forward,
together with indicative costs.
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Outline Business Case (OBC)
This is the detailed planning phase of the investment, revisiting the OBC in more detail
and to identify a preferred option which demonstrably optimises value for money
(VFM). It also sets out the likely approach to funding; demonstrates its affordability;
and details the supporting procurement strategy, together with management
arrangements for the successful rollout of the scheme.

Full Business Case (FBC)
This takes place within the procurement phase of the project, though before a formal
decision to proceed has been made and prior to the formal signing of contracts and the
procurement of goods and services. The purpose of the FBC is to revisit the OBC and
record the findings of the subsequent procurement process. It also sets out the
recommendation for an affordable solution which continues to optimise VFM, and
includes

detailed

arrangements

for

the

successful

delivery

of

goods

and

implementation of services from the recommended supplier.

2.4.1

5-Case Model
The Transport Business Case process is designed to ensure that investments are directed
at the right schemes and that these are managed and delivered in the best way. This
ensures that transport investment addresses important issues in an effective way,
delivering value for money.
The core of each stage of the Transport Business Case is the 5-Case Model which
ensures that schemes:


Are supported by a robust case for change that fits with wider public policy
objectives – the ‘strategic case’;



Demonstrate value for money – the ‘economic case’;



Are commercially viable – the ‘commercial case’;



Are financially affordable – the ‘financial case’; and



Are achievable – the ‘management case’.

This document uses this 5-case model in an appropriate and proportionate way to
demonstrate the merit of investing in the proposed scheme between 2016/17 and
2020/21.
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2.5

Context of the Transport Business Case
Currently promoters of all schemes involving an investment of public funds over a
threshold set locally (understood to be £8m in the South East) for ‘major schemes’ are
required to prepare and submit a Transport Business Case. Previously a Business Case
would be submitted to the Department for Transport (DfT).
Recent Government policy changes have involved the devolution of decision-making for
smaller major schemes to Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs). These bodies are
designed to direct investment for an area based on economic priorities set through a
partnership which is private-sector led. Kent County Council is in the South East LEP
(SELEP) area.
The devolved funding arrangements were put in place in July 2014 through the Local
Growth Deal announcements, including devolution of funds to the SELEP.
This Transport Business Case, which will be submitted to the SELEP, effectively forms a
bid to request confirmation of the already allocated LGF funding for the scheme.

2.6

Scheme Description
The aim for West Kent: Tackling Congestion is to deliver a fully integrated sustainable
transport system in West Kent, providing access to employment and services, reducing
the need and desire to travel by the private car and thereby reducing congestion. The
scheme will deliver substantial enhancements to pedestrian, cycle and public transport
facilities and infrastructure, to make these modes more attractive when compared to the
private car.
The specific measures that make up the scheme going forward from 2016/17 and
beyond are:
1. Station Access Improvements – Maidstone East Station access improvements,
including additional cycle parking
2. Station Access Improvements – Tonbridge Station access improvements,
including additional cycle parking;
3. Station Access Improvements – Swanley Station access improvements, including
additional cycle parking;
4. Cycle Infrastructure Scheme – 2 new shared use paths between Swanley Station
and Swanley Town Centre (linked to 3. above);
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5. Shared space – Tunbridge Wells public realm improvements;
6. Pedestrian Information Displays
- 1 Wayfinding sign at Maidstone East Station (linked to 1. above),
- 3/4 Wayfinding signs plus finger posts between Swanley Station and Town
Centre (linked to 3. & 4. above),
- 1 Wayfinding sign in Tunbridge Wells (linked to 5. above), and
- 1Wayfinding sign at Bat and Ball Station;
7. Match funding for Businesses;
8. Innovative Schools Fund; and
9. Project Management – for the above.
The location of these measures in relation to the congestion hot spots, air quality
management areas, local growth areas, town centre improvement areas, integrated
transport package and public transport bids in West Kent is illustrated in the map below.

Figure 1 – Location of Measures
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2.7

Existing Situation and Proposed Improvements
Maidstone East Station Access Improvements
Maidstone East Station is managed by Southeastern and is located at the Northern edge
of Maidstone Town Centre, near the top of the pedestrianised route into the town and
the County Council offices (County Hall and Invicta House) as shown in Figure 2. It
consists of 3 platforms, with two to the North of the rail lines, platform 3 for services
terminating at the station and platform 2 serving trains outward bound from London and
one to the South, platform 1, serving inward bound trains.

Figure 2 – Location of Maidstone East Station
There is a peak hour service via Thameslink across London, serving City Thameslink,
Farringdon and St Pancras International before travelling onto Bedford. In the off-peak
typical services from the station are 2 trains per hour to London Victoria, 1 train per hour
to Ashford International and 1 train per hour to Canterbury West.
Access roads are currently available to either side of the station and there is an
overbridge, including a ticket and other station offices, that runs between the two access
roads, which also enables pedestrians to cross the lines between platforms. The footfall
recorded at the station in 2013/14 was 1,339,752.
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The access road off Week St to the North is a dead end and runs down a relatively steep
hill towards the station. It currently accommodates a taxi rank along much of its length
to the station exit, although no accessible taxis are available from this. There is also a
pick up/drop off point for cars by the platform exit and a narrow area for vehicles to turn
to then exit the access road (the same way they entered). Stops for a number of buses
serving the town centre are available on Week St, at the top of the access road and
access to the main station car park (car park B) is also off Week St, a little further to the
North. Just north of this there is a disused Royal Mail Sorting office.
Station Road, the access road to the South of the station, is a through road. Off this
there is a small station forecourt area that includes a number of metered car parking
bays, including disabled bays and a drop off/pick up area. Through the forecourt, west,
there is a route to the smaller of the two station car parks (car park A) which provides
separate access and egress into this to/from the access road. A third station car park is
also available to the East of the station off County Road.
The station currently has the following facilities as illustrated below and in Figure 3:













Car Parking – 524 spaces, including 6 disabled
Cycle parking – 150 spaces
Brompton bikes – cycle hire facility
Real time passenger information (RTPI) displays
Ticket office – open 06:00 (07:45 Sun) to 20:00, 7 days a week
Waiting room – 1 each platform
Refreshment facilities – platform 1 only
Toilets - platform 1 only
Seating – both platforms
Customer help points
Assistance for disabled people – staff, ramp, wheelchairs
CCTV
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Figure 3 – Layout Maidstone East Station
Season as well as daily tickets are available for use of the car parks, with most spaces in
car parks A & B utilised on most days. Parking for blue badge holders is free of charge.
Cycle parking is provided within the station and its car parks. Annual cycle counts are
undertaken at all stations managed by Southeastern. In July 2015 the count for
Maidstone East identified that 21 of the current 150 spaces were occupied by cycles.
Southeastern also undertake annual customer satisfaction surveys at the station which
enable the mode split for those accessing the station to be identified. Based on the
annual survey for 2014/15 the current mode split for those accessing Maidstone East
Station is provided in Figure 4:
Maidstone East Station
Mode
%
Bus
6%
Car (given lift to station)
16%
Car (parked at station)
12%
Car (parked near station)
1%
Cycle
3%
Motorbike
1%
Rail
0%
Taxi
3%
Underground
0%
Walk
57%
Figure 4 – Maidstone East Mode Split
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The Royal Mail Depot site, together with Maidstone East Railway Station in the
ownership of Network Rail, is part of a strategic gateway site into the County Town. The
two sites present a major opportunity to strengthen the town centre retail offer at the
north end of Week Street, provide much needed residential accommodation, improve the
railway station and its connectivity with the town centre and create a better setting
around the listed buildings of County Hall. The importance of these two sites is set out
in the Councils’ Economic Development Strategy and Maidstone Borough Council’s Local
Plan Regulation 18 Consultation 2014 in Policy RMX1(2).
The emerging Local Plan Policy RMX1(2) sets out the uses that would be acceptable on
the combined sites and the conditions which would need to be fulfilled for a planning
application to be approved. This includes a retail led scheme up to 10,000 sq. m and 210
residential units. This policy was amended on 19th August 2015 by the local councils
Strategic Planning, Sustainability and Transport Committee to include office use and was
approved for inclusion in the Regulation 19 Local Plan consultation in February 2016.
The policy sets out design, access and layout guidance which includes:


The provision of a more prominent station entrance fronting onto County Hall;



An active frontage on Sandling Road comprising individual retail units;



Visual and physical connection between Sessions Square and Brenchley Gardens;



The height and bulk of development to reflect its location next to County Hall and
Invicta House;



The re provision of commuter car parking (incorporating station car park B);



Public realm improvements between the Station and the north end of Week
Street;



Retention or replacement of landscaping features;



Improved, safe and convenient interchange between buses, trains and taxi.

This project supports the evolving Government initiative through the Department for
Transport (DfT) which is considering new ways to unlock railway station sites across the
Country’s 2500 stations to deliver housing and commerce now that Network Rail is part
of the public sector.
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Work is ongoing to bring the two sites into single ownership and develop a mixed use
viable master plan. To this end a notional comprehensive site master plan has already
been produced, as illustrated in Figure 5:

Figure 5 – Sandling Road Development
Delivering the comprehensive development is the second part of the project. More
immediately Thameslink Services are due to commence from Maidstone East in 2018.
The new service will operate from Maidstone East to Blackfriars, City Thameslink and
Farringdon to St Pancras. There will be at least two trains per hour during the three-hour
morning peak period to London, with the same level of service during the three hour
evening peak period from London. This will be a significant improvement to rail services
and will make Maidstone East more attractive to commuters, residents and visitors
increasing footfall and station usage. In light of these changes and to support de risking
the wider comprehensive development master plan, LGF funds are sought to support a
phase 1 scheme of station improvements. This in turn will also unlock National Station
Improvement Funds.
Together the funds will:


Enable the vacant and derelict Vic pub to be demolished



Provide a new entrance into the station ticket office
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Provide surface level access to the ticket office and improved disabled access



Relocate taxi ranks and provide improved access to bus stops



Provide 20 additional sheltered and secure cycle parking spaces



Improve pedestrian access, including a new wayfinding sign



Improve CCTV, signage and lighting at the station and its access routes



Introduce new public realm improvements outside the station and provide
improved pedestrian access to the town centre via Week Street.

Southeastern will undertake the outline design work for the station improvements in
2015/16 and implementation will occur between 2016 and 2018. The funds sought from
LGF amount to £1m and these will be matched by £1m from Network Rail (via National
Station Improvements Programme) and £1.2m from the Local Authority.

Tonbridge Station Access Improvements
Tonbridge station is managed by Southeastern and is located on an overbridge which
also supports the B2260, Quarry Hill Road/Railway Approach, the main route through
Tonbridge town centre as shown in Figure 6. The station is the busiest in Kent and one
of the busiest in the region, having a footfall in 2013/14 of 4,052,722.
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Figure 6 – Location of Tonbridge Station
Typical peak services available at the station are:









4tph (trains per hour) to London Charing Cross
2tph to London Cannon Street, via London Bridge
1tph to London Bridge via Redhill
2tph to Hastings via Tunbridge Wells (one semi-fast, one slow)
2tph to Tunbridge Wells
1tph to Dover Priory
1tph to Ramsgate via Canterbury West
1tph to Strood via Paddock Wood and Maidstone West

The station has four platforms, two to the North and two to the South of the rail lines.
To the North platform 4 serves trains to/from London terminating at the station and
platform 3 serves all trains via Ashford and Tunbridge Wells. To the South platform 1
serves trains to/from Redhill and London Bridge and platform 2 all trains to Sevenoaks
and London.
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The main station car park is located to the North of the station, off Vale Road and there
is pedestrian access from the car park directly to the station via an off road walkway and
subway under the B2260. A smaller car park is also available off Priory Rd, opposite the
main station entrance. Waterloo Road, to the South, provides for the station taxi rank.
There is also a rear access to the Station off Barden Road. This area is due to be
improved by Southeastern, subject to a successful bid for funds from the Association of
Train Operating Companies (ATOC). If the bid is successful then these works will add to
the match funds available to support the LGF bid.
The LGF bid seeks support to establish a cycle hub, to improve pick-up and drop-off
facilities, to improve access routes and generally enhance the environment at the Barden
Road station entrance. The cycle hub will be purpose built and modelled (although on a
smaller scale) on a similar hub successfully provided at Gravesend Station in 2015/16
with capital support from LGF. It will provide a range of facilities to encourage greater
use of cycles including secure and sheltered cycle parking, cycle safety check and repair
facilities, provide for visits by cycle experts to raise awareness health and safety
considerations as well as the benefits of cycling and information on this and access to
cycle training.
At the main entrance to the station, off the B2260, there is currently a pull in to allow
buses to drop off and pick up passengers. However, the footway serving this pull in is
extremely narrow and requires improvement due to the large number of pedestrians
exiting the station and waiting for connecting bus services. The “bus lane” is also
adjacent to the car drop off area which means there is frequent conflict between buses,
cars and pedestrians, including those who are disabled.

There are also significant

numbers of school children using the station who it appears commonly walk North from
the main station entrance to cross the B2260 and then walk South to school, rather than
walking directly South and using a pedestrian crossing to cross the road. This issue will
also be addressed in the course of making improvements to the station.
Other facilities available at the station, illustrated in Figure 7, include:









Car Parking – 716 spaces (No accessible spaces)
Cycle parking – 160 spaces
Brompton bikes – cycle hire facility (20 bikes available)
Real time passenger information (RTPI) displays
Ticket office – open 05:40 to 21:40 (21:10 Sat) Mon/Sat & 06:30 to 21:30
Sundays
Waiting room – all platforms
Refreshment facilities
Toilets
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Seating
Customer help points
Assistance for disabled people – staff, ramp, wheelchairs
CCTV

Figure 7 – Layout Tonbridge Station
Season as well as daily tickets are available for use of the car parks, with most spaces
utilised on most days. Parking for blue badge holders is free of charge. Cycle parking is
provided within the station and its car parks. Annual cycle counts are undertaken at all
stations managed by Southeastern. In July 2015 the count for Tonbridge identified that
111 of the current 160 spaces were occupied by cycles. There is also substantial use of
mopeds/motorcycles to access the station.
Southeastern also undertake annual customer satisfaction surveys at the station which
enable the mode split for those accessing the station to be identified. Based on the
annual survey for 2014/15 the current mode split for those accessing Tonbridge Station
is provided in Figure 8:
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Tonbridge Station
Mode
Bus
Car (given lift to station)
Car (parked at station)
Car (parked near station)
Cycle
DLR
Rail
Taxi
Underground
Walk

%
4%
12%
4%
7%
3%
0%
14%
0%
0%
55%

Figure 8 – Mode Split Tonbridge Station
The scheme proposed for LGF support is focussed on addressing issues at the stations
main entrance and access to this from the B2260, North, between Vale Rd and Botany.
It will link to the Tonbridge Town Centre Regeneration scheme, an existing LGF scheme
(2015 to 17) focussed on the B2260 into Tonbridge town centre which stops just short of
station. This scheme incorporates provision of improved pedestrian and cycle routes into
the town centre, a gateway entrance, reduced speed limits (20 mph), upgrading of the
existing pedestrian crossing to a Puffin Crossing, carriageway resurfacing and coloured
surface markings. However, it does not address access directly to the station itself.
The station improvements scheme will create a transport interchange hub to facilitate
easier and more efficient use of sustainable modes of transport and reduce conflict
between different users. The highway areas and existing forecourt area outside the main
station entrance will be re-designed to improve the facilities for users. This will include
enhancements to the layout of the pull-in for busses, an improved passenger drop-offpoint for use by cars and taxis, improved seating, lighting and CCTV and more space for
pedestrians and cyclists to move freely and safely in proximity to the station. This will
improve the efficiency of the transport hub.
The pedestrian footway into town centre and Northwards will also be widened to
accommodate either a segregated pedestrian/cycle path or wider pedestrian path
alongside an on-road, marked, cycle route. An additional 20 sheltered and secure cycle
parking spaces will be provided at the station entrance and there will be improvements
to signage both to and from the station.
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The project is partially on the public highway and partially on land owned by Network
Rail and agreement has been reached between both these parties to proceed. Funds
from LGF totalling £0.5m are sought to support the scheme. No match funding is
currently identified. However if SouthEastern are successful in their bid to ATOC for
funds to improve the rear of the station this will provide up to £1.2m of match funds.

Swanley Station Access Improvements
Swanley station is managed by Southeastern and is located approximately 400m (1.6km
by road) SW of Swanley town centre as shown in Figure 9. The station had a footfall of
1,224,484 in 2013/14.

Figure 9 – Location of Swanley Station
The station has four platforms, platforms 1 and 3 for services to Central London via
Bromley South, platform 2 for services to Sevenoaks and Ashford International and
platform 4 for Gillingham.
The 2015 typical off-peak train service is:







3tph to London Victoria via Bromley South
2tph to West Hampstead Thameslink via Catford
2tph to Sevenoaks via Bat & Ball
1tph to Ashford International via Maidstone East
1tph to Canterbury West via Maidstone East
1tph to Dover Priory via Chatham
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The station is accessed from the North via Everest Place off St Mary’s Rd or from the
East via Station Approach. Both routes terminate at the station, thus vehicles entering
are required to turn and exit the same way. Car parking is available either side of the
Station, off these routes. The main station entrance lies to the South and is accessed via
the Ticket Hall. There is a footbridge over the rail lines from the Ticket Hall to platforms
on the opposite side of the station.
The following bus routes serve the station from stops on St Marys Rd or Azalea Drive:




429 to Dartford via Joydens Wood (with limited services to Crockenhill, and
Sunday services to Bluewater and to Eynsford)
477 to Bluewater via Hextable and to Orpington via Crockenhill
478 to West Kingsdown

The station currently has the following facilities as illustrated in Figure 11:












Car Parking – 120 spaces, including 5 disabled
Cycle parking – 36 spaces
Real time passenger information (RTPI) displays
Ticket office – open 06:00 to 20:00 Mon/Fri, Saturday 07:00 - 19:00 & Sunday
08:00 - 14:30
Waiting room – 1 for platforms 1& 2 and 1 for platforms 3 & 4
Refreshment facilities
Toilets
Seating – all platforms
Customer help points
Assistance for disabled people – staff, ramp, wheelchairs
CCTV

Season as well as daily tickets are available for use of the car parks, with most spaces
utilised on most days. Parking for blue badge holders is free of charge. Cycle parking is
provided within the station car parks. Annual cycle counts are undertaken at all stations
managed by Southeastern. In July 2015 the count for Swanley identified that 14 of the
current 36 spaces were occupied by cycles.
Southeastern also undertake annual customer satisfaction surveys at the station which
enable the mode split for those accessing the station to be identified. Based on the
annual survey for 2014/15 the current mode split for those accessing Swanley Station is
provided in Figure 10:
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Swanley Station
Mode
%
Bus
4%
Car (given lift to station)
21%
Car (parked at station)
8%
Rail
3%
Tram
2%
Cycle
3%
Walk
58%
Figure 20 – Mode Split Swanley Station

Figure 11 – Layout Swanley Station
Swanley is regarded as an ‘up and coming’ town in Sevenoaks and the station is
considered a key link to London for commuters attracted to live there. The station
improvement scheme will include refurbishing the station building, improve the station
forecourt area, provide 20 sheltered and secure cycle parking spaces at the main
entrance, provide a bus drop off/pick up point, provide a car/taxi drop off/pick up point,
improved signage and generally improve access to/from and the environment
surrounding the station. On the South side of the station, a one way system into and out
of the station will be created. Together this will significantly enhance the opportunities
for interchange between rail services and sustainable modes at the station.
In addition, the proposal includes the development of 2 cycle routes between the station
and Swanley town centre and to improve signage between the station and the town
centre, provision of 3/4 Wayfinding signs with finger posts between these (see below for
details).
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A total of £1.5m is sought from LGF to support the scheme. This will be matched by
£0.75m from the Sevenoaks Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) made available by the
Council to improve the station car park. The design work for the station improvements is
planned for 2015/16 with implementation proposed between 2018 and 2021.

Cycle Parking at Stations and Town Centres
The following is proposed:


Maidstone East Station - 20 spaces



Tonbridge Station – 20 spaces



Swanley Station – 20 spaces



Tunbridge Wells Town Centre – 20 spaces

The funds for these cycle parking spaces are incorporated into the station improvements
schemes detailed above and the Tunbridge Wells Shared Space scheme detailed below.

Pedestrian Information Displays
In 2013/14 KCC tendered a pilot scheme to improve pedestrian signage in Folkestone
town centre based on Legible London. The pilot scheme was completed at the end of
March 2015 and the learning from this incorporated into the Pedestrian Information
Displays scheme supported by LGF and implemented in Tunbridge Wells in 2015/16.
Despite walking often offering the quickest route to get around the town centre or to get
to the desired end destination from a bus or rail terminal, London identified that many
people are put off using this mode by inconsistent signage and confusion about
distances between areas. Legible London was trialled in 2007 and introduced in 2009 to
tackle these issues and help both residents and visitors walk to their destination quickly
and easily. It was also integrated with other transport modes so when people are leaving
a transport terminal they can quickly identify the route to their destination.
Legible London is now working successfully across London, with more than 1,300 signs
erected, whist research in 2013 showed that signs were used by significant numbers of
pedestrians, with usage ranging from 1 an hour to over 300 an hour and that nine out of
ten people were keen to see more Legible London signs introduced. Similar benefits are
also now emerging for the scheme in Folkstone and envisaged for that in Tunbridge
Wells.
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It is proposed to further extend the provision of Way Finding signs in West Kent, as
follows:
1. Tunbridge Wells – In 2016/17, x1 Additional Wayfinding sign proposed for edge of
town to complete the overall scheme for the town (funds included in the shared
space scheme below);
2. Bat and Ball Station – In 2016/17, x1 Wayfinding sign at the Bat and Ball station in
Sevenoaks (funds included in the Swanley Station improvements scheme above);
3. Swanley – Between 2018/19 and 2020/21, x3/4 Wayfinding signs proposed
connecting the town centre and the station, with finger posts between these (funds
included in the Swanley Station improvements scheme above);
4. Maidstone – 1 x Wayfinding sign at the station to link with existing system in the
town centre. Funds included in the Maidstone East Station improvements scheme
above.

Local Cycle Path improvements
Two segregated cycle and pedestrian routes are proposed to connect Swanley Station
with Swanley Town Centre, an on road path to the main station entrance and an off road
path to the North of the station.
On the south side of the station the proposal is to upgrade the current footpath that runs
along Station Approach and Goldsel Road as far as the junction with Station Road. This
footpath is currently narrow and uneven. Converting most of Station Approach to one
way will enable the footpath to be rebuilt and widened to create a shared footpath and
cycleway. The path will be approximately 300 to 350 metres long.
To the north of the railway a new off road route will be created alongside the line of the
railway running through the station car park (owned by the District Council), across the
rear of the community centre and school (land owned by KCC) and the recreation
ground (land owned by Swanley Town Council) to link into the shopping centre in the
town centre. This will be a shared footpath/cycleway and will extend for around 400
metres.
Master planners will be appointed shortly to develop a master plan for the ‘regeneration
and growth’ of Swanley and Hextable and regeneration of the town centre, with
improved links to the station a key component of this. Key landowners including
Development Securities (who own the Shopping Centre) are on board.
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The design work for the cycle routes will be undertaken in 2016/17 with implementation
proposed between 2018 and 2021. LGF Funds of £300k for the scheme are included in
the Swanley Station Improvements scheme, above.

Innovative Schools Fund
The school run is a significant contributor to peak time congestion and to address this it
is necessary to target pupils and their parents through schools in the area. In 2015/16
KCC sought funds from LGF to support the provision of infrastructure improvements
alongside the LSTF revenue measure for a West Kent wide programme of bespoke
services to schools to encourage sustainable travel for the journey to/from school.
Going forward it is proposed that these infrastructure improvements should be supported
using KCC in house funds only. To this end KCC has set a budget of £70k for 2016/17
and will consider continuing funding beyond this on an annual basis. This is expected to
offer support to 13 or 14 schools in 2016/17.
Schools will make competitive bids for these funds with infrastructure sought expected to
include cycle and scooter parking, shelters, security measures, cycles to loan to students,
etc. KCC will award funds dependent on innovation and the total funds available. All
schools that make a successful bid are required to put in place a Travel Plan as part of
their conditions of funding and to monitor the impacts of this and report outcomes to
KCC.

Match Funding for Businesses
Many people need to learn how they will benefit from using sustainable transport more
often before they are motivated to do so. Motivators can be internal (e.g. ‘If I ride my
bike more often then I’ll lose some weight’) or external (e.g. provision by employers of
tax-free, season ticket loans to employees). It is considered that businesses need to be
targeted in particular as the commute is a major contributor to peak congestion.
Therefore, in 2015/16 KCC sought LSTF capital funds for investment in infrastructure to
complement the LSTF revenue measure to provide match funding for businesses seeking
to promote use of sustainable modes by staff for their journey to/from work. However,
going forward it is proposed that these infrastructure improvements should be supported
using KCC in house funds only. To this end KCC has set a budget of £50k for 2016/17
and will consider continuing funding beyond this on an annual basis. This is expected to
offer support to 6 or 7 businesses in 2016/17.
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The measure will work in much the same way as the Innovative Schools Fund with
businesses invited to make grant funding bids for the infrastructure they require. Those
who are successful will be shortlisted by KCC and allocated funding dependent on the
funds requested and grant funds available. As with schools the successful businesses will
be required to introduce a Travel Plan, monitor this and report results to KCC. However,
unlike schools they will also be required to provide an element of match funding to
contribute to costs.

Tunbridge Wells, Shared Space
Royal Tunbridge Wells (commonly shortened to Tunbridge Wells) is a major town in
West Kent, located near to the Kent border with Sussex and around 50 km south-east of
central London. The town has a population of around 56,500 and is the administrative
centre of Tunbridge Wells Borough, which itself has a population of around 104,000.
Tunbridge Wells is at the hub of a series of roads, the primary ones being the A26,
which runs from Maidstone to Newhaven; the A264, which runs from Five Oaks to
Pembury; and the A267, which runs south from Tunbridge Wells to Hailsham. The A21
passes to the east of the town, following the route between London and Hastings. Bus
services in the area are operated primarily by Arriva Kent & Sussex and there are two rail
stations serving the town, Tunbridge Wells in the town centre and High Broom to the
North. Both stations are managed by Southeastern.
The current footfall in the town centre is around 10.5m visitors per annum. Travel to
work census data (2011) provides an indication of the modal split of those travelling
to/from the town centre in the peak, as illustrated in Figure 12:
Tunbridge Wells
Mode
%
Train
6%
Light Rail
0%
Bus
6%
Taxi
0%
Motorcycle
0%
Driving a Car
53%
Car Passenger
6%
Bicycle
1%
On Foot
26%
Figure 12 – Mode Split Tunbridge Wells
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Tunbridge Wells Town Centre exhibits a unique urban form which is not based on the
prevalent medieval concentric pattern of development but is rather a linear series of
enclaves which have gradually coalesced over time. Between these areas, there are poor
linkages and a lack of quality urban realm, which acts to discourage cycling and
pedestrian movement and is the focus of Tunbridge Wells Borough Council’s Town
Centre Public Realm Programme.
The Public Realm programme is divided into number of phases dealing, principally, with
the central spine of the town centre between Fiveways and the Pantiles. Phase I,
covering Fiveways and its approaches, commenced in September 2014 and was
completed by the end of November 2014. The scheme now proposed supports Phase II
and will be a seamless extension of the Phase I works and will end in such a way to
enable Phase III to be implemented at a later stage. Phase 111 will involve
improvements to the section of Mount Pleasant Road between its junctions with the
A264 Church Road / Crescent Road and Grove Hill Road / Vale Road.
The scheme (Phase 11) includes the area of Mount Pleasant Road from the junction of
Monson Road to the junction of Church Road/Crescent Road. It encompasses the full
width of the public highway from the back edge of the footway at the base of the stone
wall adjacent to Civic Way and includes the privately owned frontages to business
properties on the western side. The aim of the scheme is to continue the public realm
improvements that have been established in Phase I providing a distinctive community
space for residents and visitors.
Whilst the Phase 11 area is considered by many local residents and businesses to
represent the civic heart of the town, its potential as a functional public space is
currently constrained in a number of important respects. Chief amongst these is its
heavy use as the town centre’s principal bus interchange and the associated bus stop
infrastructure which is visually prominent and acts to clutter the space and to restrict
pedestrian movement. The limited pedestrian crossing facilities at the junctions with
Monson Road and Church Road / Crescent Road, together with the split level and poor
connectivity between Mount Pleasant Road and Civic Way also have significant and
harmful severance effects.
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It is proposed to introduce a Shared Space scheme which will address these issues by:

Creating a more pedestrian-focussed space by reallocating two carriageway lanes
on Mount Pleasant Road to public realm, rationalising bus shelters and installing
pedestrian paving on primary desire lines across Monson Road, York Road and
Mount Pleasant Road;



Introducing wide, stepped areas framing the war memorial to enhance it as a
focal point and create a stronger link between Mount Pleasant Road and Civic
Way;



Installing paving within the carriageway of Mount Pleasant Road to define the
setting of the war memorial and create a public square for use on civic occasions
such as Remembrance Sunday.

The principal aims of the scheme are to:

Improve access and movement for all users, with greater emphasis on
pedestrians and cyclists, to encourage active travel, reduce carbon, and enhance
air quality and road safety;



Encourage high quality design based on local distinctiveness;



Protect and enhance the historic built environment;



Promote sustainable economic growth and encourage tourism.

The area covered by Phase II is also important for the safe and convenient use of public
transport. The project will improve the overall experience for bus users, cyclists and
pedestrians whilst rationalising the amount of infrastructure that currently creates
barriers to movement and desire lines across the area.
The proposal seeks a total of £1m from LGF, which will be matched by a contribution
from the Borough Council of £300k.
A concept design of the scheme is illustrated in Figure 13:
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Figure 13 – Concept Layout for Tunbridge Wells

Project Management
The project management measure will provide a source of capital funds to support the
management of the scheme as a whole. This will consist of a £40,000 contribution from
LGF each year from 2016/17 to 2020/21 making a total £200k. No match funding to this
is proposed.
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2.8

Summary of Risks. Constraints and Stakeholder Engagement
There are little or no significant barriers to delivery of each of the measures identified. All
have been developed by the KCC Transport Innovations Team in conjunction with key
stakeholders and each key stakeholder has agreed to support implementation and
engage in ongoing consultation and monitoring.
Consultation with the wider public has also been undertaken. For some measures, a key
driver for their development was the feedback obtained from local ‘customer’ surveys or
consultation. In a number of cases the measures have also been included in consultation
on wider developments that they will support or compliment.
Table 3 summarises the position for each measure:

Table 3 – Risks, Constraints, Powers, Links to Wider Development & Stakeholders
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Risks
There is a potential risk that the process of obtaining planning permission for the
Maidstone East Station improvements will be protracted and as a result impact on the
proposed timeline for implementation. However, the development, as proposed, has now
been incorporated into Local Plan Policy RMX1(2) and this was approved for inclusion in
the Regulation 19 Local Plan consultation in February 2016. The station improvements
offer a 1st phase for the wider Sandling Road development but are not dependent on the
overall development proceeding or planning permission for this being obtained. The
station improvements will proceed, if not in 2016/17, then commencing at some point
early in the life of the overall programme.
There is also a potential risk that the Swanley and Hextable regeneration programme will
experience some delays and this will impact on when the match funds from CIL become
available to the Swanley Station improvements measure. However, again, while this may
change the timeline it is not expected that it will prevent delivery within the life time of
the overall programme.
In addition to the above, it is recognised that there are the typical day to day risks of
project development for all measures. However, KCC have an established project
management process (detailed in section 6) to address these. No other significant risks
to the delivery of measures are identified.

Constraints and Consents
In order to undertake works on the highway to progress Maidstone East Station
improvements and Tunbridge Wells Shared Space a section 278 agreement is required
from KCC. As KCC is the promoter of the overall package of measures obtaining this
agreement will be straightforward.
Otherwise, there are no constraints on land use or environmental considerations that
need to be taken into account in order to progress any of the measures. As a result no
significant constraints are identified that may prevent or delay the delivery of any of the
measures proposed.
Similarly, all key stakeholders have been consulted and have given their full support to
the measures being proposed. This includes their consent to works on their property, as
appropriate.
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Consultation
As outlined above all key stakeholders have been fully engaged in the process of
drawing up the measures proposed and support their implementation. A number of the
different elements that make up the measures are based on feedback from customer
surveys undertaken. All but Tonbridge Station improvements are linked with wider
development policies and strategies and have been included in public consultation
undertaken on these. In all cases the measures were received positively as proposed or
with some minor amendments that have subsequently been included.
All key stakeholders have also agreed to participate in the ongoing stakeholder
engagement programme, as outlined in section 3.11.

Match Funds
Match funds are required to progress Maidstone East and Swanley Station improvements
and for Tunbridge Wells Shared Space. Sources for this match funding have been
identified for each and all sources have been guaranteed by their provider. In addition
there is the potential to add a match funding contribution to Tonbridge Station
improvements and match funding for businesses, although progressing these measures
is not dependent on these funds.
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3

Strategic Case

3.1

Purpose of the Proposed Investment
Our aim is to achieve a step change in smarter travel in West Kent. To this end, the
proposal is made up of a number of integrated smarter transport capital measures which
together with the LSTF revenue measures will enhance the modal alternatives to
travelling by car available in the West Kent area, especially at peak times. In particular
the capital measures will provide new or improve existing sustainable transport
infrastructure in order to increase opportunities for use of public transport, cycling and
walking for the whole or part of the transport journey. By ensuring these measures are
integrated with each other, the existing network and co-ordinated with the proposed
revenue (soft) measures they will facilitate seamless travel by sustainable modes
reducing congestion, improving air quality, impacting on health and improving quality of
life as well as accessibility for West Kent residents. In turn, this will help to lock in the
capacity benefits of other transport schemes targeted at improving travel time and
reducing congestion in West Kent and overall will support the economic growth, in terms
of the jobs and housing, sought for the area.
Figure 15 (Section 3.8) sets out these elements in a Causal Chain.

3.2

Strategic Fit – Regional
Kent is South East England’s fastest recovering region and has great potential for
successful economic growth. In the last 20 years, Kent has seen 100,000 more people
living in the county, housing stock increase by over 60,000 homes and 130,000 more
cars on roads. This pace of change is set to accelerate further over the next 20 years
with a projected 8 per cent population increase, and West Kent is one of the UK’s four
identified Growth Areas.
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Local growth alone is predicted to result in 250,000 extra journeys on Kent’s roads by
2026. Coupled with a forecast increase in international traffic this leads to tackling
congestion being regarded as one of the main priorities for Kent. KCC’s framework for
regeneration “Unlocking Kent’s Potential” defines what Kent should look like in 20 years’
time and includes as 1 of its 5 priorities “delivering growth without transport gridlock” by designing communities that will encourage walking, cycling, and healthy leisure
activities. Based on this “Growth without gridlock: A transport delivery plan for Kent”
establishes transport priorities for the next 20 to 30 years to support Kent’s Environment
Strategy target of reducing greenhouse gas emissions by 20% by 2020 and 80% by
2050.
Growth without Gridlock recognises that road transport is responsible for around 30% of
Kent’s greenhouse gas emissions and that the way forward is to provide low carbon
transport options allied with better planning to reduce the need to travel, which in turn
will support economic growth, housing growth and tackle climate change. The Plan
states that:

“the private car will continue to remain the most popular and dominant form of transport
for our residents and these expectations and demands increase pressure on our
transport network, on our environment and on us as individuals. This reliance is also the
reason why our road network is congested and in response our vision is to create a high
quality integrated transport network which will create opportunities for real transport
choice as well as enabling economic growth and regeneration”.
Some of the key transport challenges identified by the Plan are:


Transferring existing and new car trips onto public transport, walking and cycling,
especially for short journeys;



Tackling congestion hotspots;



Integrating rail services and improving connectivity between stations;



Providing sufficient transport infrastructure to mitigate the impact of the planned
development including walking and cycling routes.
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Kent’s third “Local Transport Plan (LTP3), 2011-16” sets out KCC’s Strategy and
Implementation Plans for local transport investment in the short term. It proposes a new
approach to prioritising investment in transport infrastructure in order to support housing
and employment in Kent’s Growth Areas and Growth Points, make Kent a safer and
healthier county, improve access to jobs and services, especially in disadvantaged areas,
and cut carbon emissions. Its planned measures are prioritised under five themes:
Growth Without Gridlock, A Safer and Healthier County, Supporting Independence,
Tackling a Changing Climate and Enjoying Life in Kent. Under each theme the Plan
prioritises a range of sustainable transport initiatives, by area and by mode which have
also subsequently been aligned with the local area development and regeneration plans
produced or in the process of being produced by District and Borough Councils in West
Kent.

3.3

Strategic Fit – West Kent
West Kent is a very attractive area to live and work and is generally more prosperous
than other parts of Kent, as a result of its close proximity to London. However, economic
growth in West Kent has increasingly lagged behind many other areas in the South East
in recent years with poor transport connectivity often cited as one of the main reasons
for this.
West Kent is characterised by a largely affluent population, and rural geography centred
around the main urban centres of Sevenoaks, Tonbridge, Tunbridge Wells and
Maidstone. These provide employment, shopping and leisure and tourist destinations. It
is well served by rail to London, including HS1, which allows for large scale commuting
to and from the capital.

The area has a thriving business culture, the number of

businesses in West Kent's growing economy has increased by over 1,000 since 2000,
and it is still growing with the development of the Kings Hill site in Tonbridge and
Malling, and a £320m investment programme for Maidstone.

However, West Kent

suffers from extensive congestion on the road network, which is strangling access to
employment, education and services.

This bid is about reducing congestion and

safeguarding the economic vitality of the area, ensuring that West Kent is a quality place
to live and to work, and encouraging the economy to continue to grow.
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The key developments planned for the area are Eclipse Business Park in Maidstone
(110,000 sq ft of office space), Aylesford Commercial Park in Maidstone (40,000 –
340,000 sq ft of industrial/distribution space), Proposed housing in Maidstone Urban
Area (11,484 residential units), Proposed housing in Lenham (1782 residential units),
Peters Village, Wouldham (a new village with 1000 residential units ), regeneration of
Tonbridge Town Centre, redevelopment of Swanley Town Centre, redevelopment of
Royal Tunbridge Wells town centre (mixed use development with 2445 residential units
and 45,000 sqm of retail space), Paddock Wood (mixed use development with 650
residential units and additional employment space) and Kings Hill in West Malling (mixed
use with 210,000 sqm of employment floor space and approx. 3900 residential units).
West Kent is home to the three busiest stations in Kent; Tonbridge, Sevenoaks and
Tunbridge Wells. Tonbridge and Sevenoaks have in excess of 2 million visitors a year
(2013-2014, Office of Rail Regulation). This highlights the dominance of rail travel in the
area and the importance of improving sustainable access at stations. West Kent is also
home to a large number of private education institutions. It is generally more common
for such schools to have a higher rate of private car trips for the journey to school, which
significantly contributes to peak congestion.
The proposal will tackle peak congestion caused by the journey to work and to school,
increasing the capacity of the transport network through less space intensive modes.
This will allow more local people to reach their destinations using the existing network,
and encourage those living in the more deprived areas of Kent to travel to West Kent for
increased employment opportunities. This will be achieved through targeted measures
to reduce single occupancy car journeys, especially in the peak and achieving greater
walking, cycling, public transport use and car sharing. This will mean more people can
reach their destinations in the peak periods, releasing West Kent from the stranglehold
of congestion. As the end destinations targeted within the area are primarily workplace
and education, this will facilitate further economic growth.
The SE LEP’s Strategic Economic Plan refers to the need to support sustainable transport
projects throughout the document. In addition to the delivery of the direct benefits
attributable to the proposal, the delivery of the LSTF capital measures will support the
other LGF capital schemes in the region, locking in their benefits and ensuring that
additional highway capacity created is not immediately filled.
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3.4

Strategic Fit – Individual Measures
Station Interchange Improvements
LTP-3 envisages KCC working closely with partners to deliver physical improvements to
aid interchange at rail stations and encourage people to travel to/from the station by
sustainable modes. This will include improvements to bus access and infrastructure,
cycle parking, walking and cycling routes and signage. The Council is currently working
with Southeastern to deliver significant interchange improvements at Snodland station
and previously implemented schemes at Margate, Ramsgate and Canterbury West. It
has also won awards for its work with Southeastern trains and Network Rail at Ashford
International Station where cyclists have benefited from a more co-ordinated approach
to their commuting experience, with increased cycle parking and security, improved cycle
and walking routes and better links with the local cycle network.

Cycling Improvements
Kent has approximately 415 miles (670 km) of cycle routes, of which 96 miles (155 km)
are off road. The percentage of West Kent residents who use cycle as a means of
transport are listed in Table 4.
Table 4 - Cycle Usage in West Kent

Maidstone
Sevenoaks
Tonbridge
and
Malling
Tunbridge Wells

DfT data for the % of residents who cycle (any length or
purpose) Oct 2011- Oct 12
Once a month (at
Once a week (at
Five times a week
least)
least)
(at
least)
12
8
2
16
10
1
15
10
1
15

10

2011 Census
Data for the
percentage of
adults who
cycle to work
1
1
1

1

1

A survey conducted by Kent County Council of new residential sites in Kent has identified
that there is a strong negative correlation between cycling to the station and a lack of
destination facilities. Hence, an increase in cycle parking provision will encourage more
people to cycle more often. Approximately 60% of the population live within a fifteen
minute cycle ride of a railway station, making cycling a viable means of accessing rail
services. A 15 minute cycle ride would also meet the Government’s recommended daily
level of physical activity and fits in with the focus on active travel being adapted by KCC
and Public Health with the development of the new Active Travel Strategy for Kent.
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Approximately 2% of children currently cycle to school in Kent; however evidence from
surveys suggests that some 30% would like to. Cycling is supported as a means of,
amongst other things, cutting congestion, improving health, reducing carbon emissions
and improving accessibility in key national, county-wide and local policy documents. A
White Paper published by DfT in 2011 outlines its support for the development of cycling
at the local level. It notes that “a substantial proportion of drivers would be willing to
drive less, particularly for shorter trips, if practical alternatives were available” and that
“the biggest opportunity for encouraging sustainable travel lie in short, local journeys”.
The Vision for Kent (the Community Strategy for the County) produced by The Kent
Forum, a partnership of the councils that provide services to the people of Kent also
talks about widening the choice of transport available, developing public transport,
walking and cycling. The approach to LTP 3 states that KCC is committed to the
provision of a comprehensive cycle network for residents and visitors in Kent.

Pedestrian Information Displays
Research has shown that one of the biggest barriers to walking is the lack of reliable and
targeted information. As part of the Supporting Independence and Enjoying Life in Kent
theme of LTP-3, the council proposes to upgrade the street furniture, in order to improve
pedestrian movements. This includes new monoliths (Way Finding signs) and finger
posts as well as providing information leaflets for walks and tourist trails.
The County Council will also continue to develop web-based resources through the LSTF
revenue bid, to improve the availability of information relating to walking and cycling in
Kent. This will include information about routes, tips for safe walking and cycling and the
development of an online Walking and Cycling Journey Planner. The journey planner
delivered by Kent Connected will promote routes to both new and returning pedestrians
and cyclists, as well as to tourists unfamiliar with routes in the area. Users will be able to
choose the quietest, quickest, or most recreational route depending on their journey
purpose. The pedestrian information displays to be provided will then facilitate the use of
these routes.
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Support for Businesses and Schools
LTP-3 details the County Council’s policy of using alternatives to car based travel as part
of its work to improve the safety, sustainability and efficiency of the highway network.
The council part funds and manages the highly successful English National
Concessionary Travel and Young Persons Travel Pass (YPTP) schemes and works with
the County’s schools and businesses to develop Travel Plans aimed at reducing the
number of single occupancy car journeys.
The County Council promotes the use of video conferencing and audio conferencing,
which enable staff to interact without the need to make a long business journey. In the
present economic climate, businesses are increasingly concerned with avoiding the
overheads associated with accommodation and staff travel; therefore methods of
enabling employees to work remotely are likely to increase in relevance and attract
investment.
The County Council aims to develop partnerships with public and private bodies, initially
on a voluntary and informal basis, with a view to a formal partnership as work becomes
more established. The Partnership will aim to assist schools and employers to deliver
quality Travel Plans that are good for schools and businesses, good for their students or
employees and good for the environment through practical solutions, aimed at resolving
the real and perceived obstacles to sustainable commuting. One such scheme listed in
LTP-3 is "Take a Stand" Cycle Parking where the Council will match funding grants to
businesses and other organisations.
KCC’s Sustainable Travel to School Strategy sets out the County Council’s action plan for
greater levels of active travel to schools. A range of walking initiatives, including Walk on
Wednesday, the Walking Bug and the Walking Bus have proved effective in encouraging
healthy, active travel to school. These initiatives will continue be extended to other
schools. LTP-3 has identified Pedestrian/Cycle access improvement measures to improve
access to schools. It also proposes provision of new and upgraded crossings, footways
and cycleways to provide safe, direct and convenient walking and cycling routes to
schools.
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Bus Service Improvements
Approximately 80% of bus services in Kent are operated on a wholly commercial basis
by private bus companies; principally Arriva in the West and Stagecoach in the East. KCC
currently subsidises the remaining 20% of services and this has been formalised through
the signing of voluntary Quality Bus Partnership (QBP) agreements in a number of areas.
The QBPs include commitments by the principal bus operator, the County Council and
the relevant district council to work collectively to improve all aspects of bus travel and
to increase passenger numbers. The success of Kent’s bus partnership arrangements is
reflected in the significant patronage growth recorded by the County’s bus operators
over the past 10 years, which has bucked the national trend outside London. Total
passenger journeys increased from 38.3 million in 2000/01 to 58.8 million in 2009/10,
representing growth of 65%. The County Council plans to work with bus operators and
district councils, through Quality Bus Partnerships, to introduce more low emission
vehicles and invest in new and improved bus stop infrastructure, including raised kerbs
to provide easy access for parents with buggies and the disabled, bus shelters and
clearways, improved integration between bus and rail services and new ticketing options.

3.5

Strategic Fit – Integration
The proposal will address the following congestion hot spots in West Kent:
Maidstone



Town centre
All ‘A’ roads into Maidstone

Sevenoaks






Swanley town centre
The A25
The A225
B2173 High Street j/w Goldsel Road, Swanley
B2173 London Road j/w Birchwood Road, Swanley

Tonbridge and Malling







Tonbridge town centre,
The A20,
The A26
The A25 corridor through Platt, Borough Green and Ightham
Junction 4 of M20
All A roads to/from junction 4 of M20

Tunbridge Wells



The A21 between Tonbridge and Tunbridge Wells
Pembury Road
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A26 within Tunbridge Wells
Royal Tunbridge Wells town centre

The proposed links between the scheme LSTF capital measures and the LSTF revenue
measures are illustrated in Figure 14:

Figure 14 – Links to LSTF Revenue Measures
The proposal will also compliment the following proposed developments and LGF
schemes in West Kent:











3.6

Maidstone Town Centre Improvements
Tonbridge Town Centre Improvements
Tunbridge Wells Public Realm
Swanley Town Centre Improvements
Maidstone sustainable access route to employment
Kent ROWIP
Kent Strategic Congestion Management Programme
M20 Junction 4 Eastern Overbridge
A26 London Rd, Speldhurst and Yew Tree Rd, Tunbridge Wells
Maidstone Gyratory By-pass

Strategic Fit – Summary
The assessment below summarises the strategic fit of the four main scheme packages
(i.e. Maidstone East Station Improvements, Tonbridge Station Improvements, Swanley
Station Improvements and Tunbridge Wells Shared Space) within the proposal, with key
national, regional and local policy documents.
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Table 5: Policy Assessment of the Scheme against Objectives
Strategic Fit – Individual Packages
Policy

Objectives

National Policy
National Planning Policy
Framework (2012)

Making it easier for jobs to be created in cities, towns and villages
Moving from a net loss of bio-diversity to achieving net gains for nature
Replacing poor design with better design
Improving the conditions in which people: live, work, travel and take leisure
Widening the choice of quality homes

National Infrastructure

To create a national road network fit for the 21st century, which improves economic

Plan (2014)

productivity and supports jobs and growth across the country. It seeks to increase
capacity, tackle congestion, support development, strengthen connectivity, improve
reliability and resilience, and ensure a road network of the best possible quality
Transport infrastructure can have a significant and positive effect on economic
growth and can be a key driver of jobs throughout the economy via enhancing
connectivity between businesses, goods and people and by encouraging a
sustainable, low-carbon economy that is vital for future success and development
Local transport systems are crucial to the overall transport system and must facilitate
the growth of suburban areas. The transport network must allow for people to move
freely and easily helping to support jobs and growth
The transport system must adapt to unexpected pressures allowing for the rapid
movement of goods and people, adding value to the economy

Regional Policy
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Maidstone

Tonbridge

Swanley

Shared

East

Station

Station

Space

Policy
Unlocking Kent’s
Potential: KCC’s
framework for
regeneration (2009)

Objectives

Strategic Fit – Individual Packages

Building a new relationship with business
Unlocking talent to support the Kent economy
Embracing a growing and changing population
Building homes and communities, not estates
Delivering growth without transport gridlock

Growth without gridlock:
A transport delivery plan
for Kent (2010)

Delivering growth and prosperity
Tackling congestion hotspots
Transferring existing and new car trips onto public transport, walking and cycling,
especially for short journeys
Providing sufficient transport infrastructure to mitigate the impact of planned
development

South East LEP Growth

Generate 200,000 private sector jobs by 2021, an average of 20,000 a year or an

Deal and Strategic

increase of 11.4% since 2011

Economic Plan (2014)

Complete 100,000 new homes by 2021, increasing the annual rate of completions by
over 50% compared to recent years
Lever investment totalling £10 billion by 2021, to accelerate growth, jobs and
homebuilding

Local Policy
Local Transport Plan for
Kent 2011-16

Growth without Gridlock
A Safer and Healthier County
Supporting Independence
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Policy

Objectives

Strategic Fit – Individual Packages

Tackling a Changing Climate
Enjoying life in Kent
Tunbridge Wells LDF Core

Promote sustainable modes of transportation including an integrated cycle network

Strategy 2010 - 2026

and improving public transportation, enhancing routes for non-motorised users.
Incorporate sustainable new design and construction methods with new
developments to contribute towards a reduction in carbon emissions

Tunbridge Wells Transport

Reduce congestion on the highway network along key routes and designated

Strategy 2012-2026

AQMA’s.
Encourage sustainable travel choices for all, by foot, and public transport.
Improve the public realm

Tonbridge and Malling

Develop new routes between the A21, Tonbridge Station and Cannon Lane to

cycle strategy

encourage a mode shift to cycle
Infrastructure must be convenient, accessible, safe, comfortable, and attractive to all
non-motorised users
Secure and safe cycle parking will encourage commuter journeys

Tonbridge Central Area

Traffic management through sustainable transport schemes including a Quality bus

Action Plan 2008-2021

partnership and a Rail-Bus interchange
New development should enhance and reinforce economic stability and town centre
identity

Maidstone Strategic Plan
2015-2020

Reduce congestion particularly at peak times in the town centre
Improve public health and wellbeing through positive environmental enhances
Secure economic growth through infrastructural developments
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Policy
Maidstone Integrated
Transport Strategy 20052015

Objectives

Strategic Fit – Individual Packages

Enhance accessibility within Maidstone through sustainable transport
Limit traffic growth
Support sustainable regeneration and appropriate development

Sevenoaks District Cycling

Development transport interchanges in the main urban areas of Sevenoaks, Swanley

Strategy

and Edenbridge resulting in linkages to key services
Enhancing commuter cycle travel
Improving user safety and health

Sevenoaks District
Strategy for Transport
2010-2026

Reduce areas of congestion
Improving air quality and existing levels of pollution
Tackle issues associated with accessibility and road safety

Sevenoaks Core Strategy
2011-2026

Ensure the Districts Heritage is protected following development plans
High quality regeneration of Swanley to sustain the local economy through the
redevelopment of employment and attractive modes of sustainable transport
Account for climate change, development must attempt to mitigate and adapt to
climate change whilst contributing towards improving air quality

Key
Strong strategic fit with policy

Negative strategic fit with policy

Marginal strategic fit with policy

Neutral/ no impact
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3.7

Case for Change - Rationale for the Scheme
Of the total economic growth expected across West Kent the SELEP, Growth Deal and
Strategic Economic Plan identifies that the overall LSTF capital scheme will support 405
jobs and 443 houses. This represents around 6% of all jobs and 5% of all housing
envisaged as a result of transport investments in West Kent by 2020/21.

3.8

Causal Chain
In order to present the scheme and its objectives in its overall context, a Causal Chain
has been prepared as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15 – Scheme Causal Chain

3.9

Summary of Scheme Objectives
The main objective of all scheme measures is to reduce the use of cars in favour of the
use of more sustainable modes, especially at peak times. As a consequence it is
expected that the scheme will also address air quality concerns and improve health and
well-being. The expected outcome in relation to all of these objectives is quantified in
the economic appraisal with the impact on congestion measured in terms of reduced
traffic, the impact on air quality measured in terms of reduced CO2 and the impact on
heath measured in terms of reduced morbidity. Information on qualitative benefits such
as the impact on health and well-being or social inclusion of encouraging active travel or
the financial opportunities extended to operators of sustainable modes, is also identified.
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There are also a number of secondary scheme objectives, which are difficult to quantify
but which can all be illustrated qualitatively. These further objectives are:


To provide seamless travel between modes for the whole journey, from door to
door.



To improve accessibility to jobs, education and training for all West Kent
residents, especially those living in areas of deprivation or who are often socially
excluded such as older people, disabled people, young people, unemployed
people, people on low incomes, people in households with no access to a car,
etc.



To improve the quality of life for West Kent residents

In addition there are some further objectives sought as a result of the scheme
complementing the LSTF revenue scheme, other LGF capital schemes and development
plans in West Kent. The main objective in this respect is to lock in the benefits of other
LGF capital schemes seeking to alleviate congestion at hot spots in the area. There is
also the overall objective to support economic growth in terms of the jobs and housing
required and the objective to support local development plans. Finally there is the
objective to support the specific targets set for the LSTF revenue scheme, which would
be far more difficult to achieve without LSTF capital supporting the infrastructure
improvements for this to promote (and vice versa).
The above objectives are set out in the Causal Chain (see Figure 15) and are
summarised in Table 6:
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Table 6 - Scheme Objectives
1. Reduce Car Usage through the introduction of a
number of smarter choice measures

Primary
Objectives









Secondary
Objectives

Reduce car use at peak times
Increase journey to work/education by cycle/walk
Increase journey to work/education by public transport
(bus & rail)
Increase sustainable transport use for other trips,
including health, shopping and leisure
Improve journey time/speed at peak times
Reduce morbidity
Reduce CO2

2. Deliver a sustainable scheme


Limit long-term maintenance liabilities

(scheme

3. Deliver an attractive, effective and safe scheme

delivery)




Provide a scheme that is well used
Provide safety and security for all users

4. Improve health and well-being through increased
active travel
Secondary



Objectives

5. Improve seamless travel, accessibility and quality

(direct)

Increase cycle/walk journeys

of life for West Kent residents


Increase bus journeys



Increase use of transport interchange facilities

6. Compliment the LSTF revenue scheme, other LGF
capital schemes and development plans

Secondary
Objectives
(Indirect)

7. To lock in the capacity benefits of other initiatives
8. To support the LSTF revenue targets
9.

To support economic development targets

Scheme Scope


The scheme will deliver all smarter choice capital measures and complement all
LSTF revenue measures in West Kent between 2016 and 2021.
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The planning of the scheme is encompassed within the West Kent Key Transport
Investments programme, within the SELEP strategy.



The scheme links into a range of economic development and regeneration
initiatives in West Kent



The selection of measures has been undertaken in part to optimise maintainability.
However, maintenance is not included in the scheme costs. Maintenance will be
undertaken through established processes and budgets of scheme partners.

3.10

Critical Success Factors (CSFs)
The key CSFs for the West Kent: Tackling Congestion scheme, using the 5-Case Model
headings are as follows:










3.11

CSF1: Strategic Fit (Strategic Case)
o Reduced car use and increased active travel;
o Enables sustainable development (housing; employment) to take place;
o Locks in benefits of other transport investments in West Kent;
o Improved public health through active travel;
o Reduces CO2 emissions;
CSF 2: Value for Money (Economic Case)
o Maximises return on investment, striking a balance between the cost of
delivery and the cost to the economy of non-delivery.
CSF 3: Achievability (Commercial Case)
o Deliverable utilising current engineering and technology solutions
o Limits long-term maintenance liabilities
CSF 4: Affordability (Financial Case)
o Deliverable within the likely capital funding available;
o Revenue liabilities are affordable within current budgets.
CRF 5: Timescale for Implementation (Management Case)
o Deliverable within the timescale during which funding is likely to be available.

Stakeholders
Stakeholders have been defined and analysed in relation to:


All stakeholders, categorised in terms of their interest in the scheme how they
will be engaged with and consulted through the design and delivery process



Further analysis of stakeholders benefitting from the scheme. These scheme
beneficiaries have been mapped against the scheme objectives, enabling
consultation to be targeted effectively and assisting in framing the Benefits
Realisation Plan for the scheme.
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3.11.1 Stakeholder Categorisation
Table 7 – Stakeholder Categorisation
Category
Beneficiary

Detail
Stakeholders which will receive some direct or indirect
benefit from the scheme. For details see separate table

Affected

Stakeholders which are directly affected by the scheme
in terms of its construction or operation

Interest

Stakeholders with some interest in the scheme though
not affected directly by its construction or operation

Statutory

Stakeholders with a statutory interest in the scheme, its
construction, operation or wider impacts

Funding

Stakeholders involved in the funding of the construction
or operation of the scheme

3.11.2 Engagement Categories
Table 8 – Stakeholder Engagement
Category
Intensive consultation

Detail
Stakeholders who are directly affected by the scheme
and whose agreement is required in order for the
scheme to progress. Consultation throughout the design
and implementation.

Consultation

Stakeholders who are affected by the scheme and can
contribute to the success of its design, construction or
operation. Consultation at key stages

Information

Stakeholders with some interest in the scheme or its
use. Information to be provided at appropriate stages

3.11.3 Stakeholder Matrix
Table 9 summarises the engagement envisaged with individual stakeholders.
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Table 9 – Stakeholder Engagement Matrix
Stakeholder
Scheme users

Categories
Beneficiary

Engagement and
Consultation
Consultation
Information

Comments
Through
established
mechanisms.

Other road users

Beneficiary

Information

Transport Operators

Beneficiary

Intensive Consultation

Affected

Information

Beneficiary

Consultation

Focus on
scheme design,
construction and
operation

Transport user groups
(Bus & Rail)
Cycling & Pedestrian

Information
Beneficiary

groups
Disabled access groups

Consultation
Information

Beneficiary

and individuals

Consultation
Information

Socially excluded groups

Beneficiary

Information

Elected Members

Interest

Consultation

Local authorities

Beneficiary

Intensive consultation

Affected
Specific

Statutory

Consultation
Schools

Developers & Employers

Beneficiary

Intensive Consultation

Affected

Information

Beneficiary

Intensive Consultation

Affected

Information

Wider business community Beneficiary

Information

dependent on
measure

As part of wider
LGF consultation

Wider community

Beneficiary

Information

As part of wider
LGF consultation
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Stakeholder

Engagement and

Categories

Consultation

Local taxpayers

Beneficiary

Information

Tourists and visitors

Beneficiary

Information

Comments

Through
established
channels

3.11.4 Stakeholder Benefits
Table 10 identifies the key qualitative benefits that will be provided for individual
stakeholders.
Table 10 – Stakeholder Benefits

Stakeholders

Station

Pedestrian

Business &

Improvements

Information

Schools

& Town

Displays

Support

Shared Space

Centre Links
Scheme

Safety

Health

Safety

Safety

users & User Health

Well Being

Health

Health

Groups

Well Being

Quality of Life

Quality of Life

Well Being

Quality of Life

Accessibility

Well Being

Quality of life

Accessibility

Financial

Accessibility

Accessibility

Financial

Financial

Door to Door
Financial
Other road

Congestion

Congestion

Congestion

Congestion

users

Well Being

Well Being

Well Being

Well Being

Transport

Congestion

Congestion

Congestion

Congestion

Operators

Financial

Financial

Financial

Disabled

Well Being

Accessibility

Well Being

access

Quality of Life

Quality of Life

groups and

Accessibility

Accessibility

Accessibility

individuals
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Stakeholders

Station

Pedestrian

Business &

Improvements

Information

Schools

& Town

Displays

Support

Shared Space

Centre Links
Socially

Quality of Life

Accessibility

Accessibility

Accessibility

excluded

Accessibility

Financial

groups

Financial

Elected

Economic

Economic

Economic

Economic

Members &

Congestion

Congestion

Congestion

Congestion

Local

Air Quality

Air Quality

Air Quality

Air Quality

authorities

Health

Health

Health

Health

Quality of Life

Quality of Life

Quality of Life

Quality of Life

Accessibility

Accessibility

Developers

Economic

Economic

Economic

Economic

& Employers

Congestion

Congestion

Congestion

Congestion

Financial

Accessibility

Financial
Wider

Congestion

Congestion

Congestion

Congestion

business

Well Being

Well Being

Well Being

Well Being

community

Accessibility

Wider

Air Quality

Air Quality

Air Quality

Air Quality

community

Financial

Financial

Financial

Financial

Tourists and

Safety

Accessibility

Congestion

Quality of Life

visitors

Quality of Life

Quality of Life

Accessibility

Accessibility

Financial

Financial

Accessibility

& Taxpayers

Financial
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4

Economic Case

4.1

Introduction
In accordance with the Capital Investment Manual and requirements of HM Treasury’s
Green Book (A Guide to Investment Appraisal in the Public Sector), this section
documents the options that have been considered in response to the potential scope
identified within the strategic case.
Whilst the scheme is expected to contribute (in conjunction with complementary
schemes) to the wider economic development of the area, it is focused on addressing
congestion by reducing the number of car trips and increasing the use of sustainable
modes, in particular at peak times. In addition it will provide reductions in greenhouse
gas emissions, noise and accidents and will contribute to improvements in journey
quality, physical activity and local air quality, all of which can be quantified. Further
qualitative benefits will also be obtained in terms of improved health and well-being,
accessibility, quality of life and seamless door to door travel across West Kent. Together
these benefits will all facilitate economic growth in the area, in terms of jobs and
housing. Consequently the Economic Case is focused on these specific benefits.

4.2

Background
The objectives set out in the Strategic Case, along with the expression of stakeholder
benefits, provide a framework for what the scheme must achieve. These Critical Success
Factors (CSFs) in turn provide the basis for the appraisal of the scheme. In line with HM
Treasure guidance these CSFs are categorised according to Strategic Fit, Value for
Money, Achievability, Affordability and Timescale. These effectively map onto the 5-case
model, enabling the scheme and its options to be appraised and compared in order to
identify the most effective solutions.
The following subsections describe the scheme options considered, their advantages and
disadvantages and whether they have shown sufficient merit to take forward for more
detailed economic appraisal. Following this, the approach towards more detailed
economic appraisal is described, followed by the scheme option appraisal itself.
An Appraisal Summary Table, setting out the key issues relevant to this scheme is
provided.
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4.3

Options Considered
A simple Options Appraisal was undertaken by the Transport Innovations Team of KCC in
order to establish which packages should make up the overall proposal going forward.
The options appraisal examined four alternatives in Maidstone, three in Tunbridge Wells,
two in Tonbridge and Malling, one that overlapped the border of Tunbridge Wells and
Tonbridge and Malling and two in Sevenoaks. All options were appraised in terms of the
key factors, listed in the table below, with each factor being allocated a score between 1
and 5, where 5 indicates the best and 1 the worst case scenario. The scores were then
totalled and the scheme packages with the highest overall scores and secondarily the
highest score by area, were those chosen for inclusion in the proposal.
Table 11 illustrates the overall outputs of the options appraisal, with the four highest
scoring schemes, subsequently included in the proposal, highlighted:

Table 11 – Scheme Options
Funding was assessed based on the proportion of match funds generated. The design
stage was assessed based on how well advanced this was. Supporting development was
assessed based on the progress with land purchase/s and planning approval/s. The
impact on peak journeys, to school or employment, was assessed based on whether
both, one or the other or neither peak journeys were addressed.
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4.4

Appraisal Approach
With devolution of major scheme approval to Local Enterprise Partnerships, it is
important that an approach to appraisal is used which gives regard to local priorities
(especially in enabling investment, job creation and housing construction). This must be
done with due regard to standard practice, which in transport terms means the use of
WebTAG guidance. Discussions with the Department for Transport have indicated that a
‘proportionate’ approach to WebTAG should be used. Kent County Council, has held
discussions with the South East Local Enterprise Partnership, in the light of Government
Guidance1, on how the appraisal of devolved ‘large major’ schemes should be handled.
As a result of this the following approach has been used:
 The scheme measures are appraised in their current form; i.e. as they are
envisaged at the time of producing the business case. This has changed somewhat
since the scheme was first submitted to SELEP and it is possible they will evolve
further, within acceptable parameters, as implementation progresses. These
changes will only seek to enhance the impact of the scheme;
 All anticipated scheme design and delivery costs have been calculated as accurately
as possible, given the relatively early stage of the design of most measures;
 The scheme outputs identified are directly related to the funds available for each
measure;
 Scheme impacts (quantitative and qualitative) have been based on the experience
of similar schemes elsewhere, locally, nationally and internationally, including data
obtained from Web Tags and recognised research/case studies in the field of
sustainable transport;
 The scheme impacts, used to calculate the quantitative scheme benefits, are applied
directly to available data on travel to/from the facilities where the measures are to
be located;
 Quantitative analysis is undertaken on each scheme due to be delivered for which
impact data on active travel and bus improvements is readily available; i.e.:

1

-

Maidstone East Station Improvements

-

Swanley Station Improvements

Growth Deals: Initial Guidance for Local Enterprise Partnerships. HM Government July 2013
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-

Tonbridge Station Improvements

-

Swanley Cycle Paths

-

Tunbridge Wells Shared Space

Qualitative analysis is undertaken on all schemes, including those for which
quantitative impact data is not readily available; i.e. (in terms of the latter):
-

Pedestrian Information Displays

-

Match Funding to Businesses and Hospitals

-

Innovative Schools Fund

Appraisal Period and Future Years
The economic appraisal period is assumed to be 20 years, which is based on the
expected lifespan of each package of scheme measures.
It is possible that the expected benefits of the scheme will continue beyond the appraisal
horizon, however these additional benefits have not been quantified as part of this
particular appraisal.
Estimating Demand
The range of benefits of increased walking, cycling and bus use generated by creating
environments to encourage interchange, active travel and sustainable transport use is
extensive and far-reaching. In order to determine the actual value of benefits that result,
it was necessary to estimate the number of users who would benefit. For this purpose,
two scenarios were considered i.e. one without the improvements provided by each
package of measures and one with each improvement scheme.
The demand impact of each scheme has been estimated using the comparative study
approach as outlined in WebTAG A5.1 (Active Mode Appraisal – January 2014). The
increase in demand is based on user counts and surveys before and extrapolation of
these after each completed scheme, based on case studies. The case studies selected as
being the most representative for the current assessment in terms of the measures
implemented are listed in Table 12. These provide the percentage uplift to apply to the
user counts in order to establish the ‘with scheme’ impact on demand as a result the
improvements made.
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Improvement Package

Impact

Station Improvement

Case Study Source
Study 1

Bus + 3.38%

ITS, Leeds University, 2009

Car – 1.04%

ITS, Leeds University, 2009
Study 2

Walk + 11%

Impacts of Station Accessibility
Improvements, SDG/PB/WSP, 2015
Study 3

Cycle + 14%

Merseytravel Bike ‘n’ Ride, Evaluation,
ATOC, 2011 (MVA)

Cycle/Pedestrian Path

Study 4
Increase per additional Factors influencing the cycling level in
mile per 1000 pop
Cycle + 0.546%
Walk + 0.047%

Shared Space

cities – international comparison &
literature review, Kolin Institute of
Technology, 2013

Study 5
Cycle + 48%
Walk + 18%
Bus + 27%

DfT Shared Space Project Stage 1:
Appraisal of Shared Space, DfT, 2009
(WebTAG 5.1)

Table 12 – Case Studies Applied
For the Station and Shared Space improvements the initial ‘without scheme’ baselines
are calculated from the overall footfall at the scheme location apportioned by mode,
based on the modal split for that location and adjusted to the implementation date of the
scheme based on previous trends. For the new cycle/pedestrian paths in Swanley the
initial ‘without scheme’ scenario assumes a baseline of zero, as no bespoke paths
currently exist. The ‘without scheme’ future scenarios for all are then based on the
annual NTEM growth rates per annum. Whilst for all improvements the ‘with scheme’
future scenario is based on the impact demand identified for each mode, in Table 12.
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To calculate the number of users generated by the scheme, the number of users
expected under the ‘without scheme’ future scenario is subtracted from the forecast
number of users under the ‘with scheme’ future scenario. Tables 13 to17 illustrate the
results for each scheme. The number of individual users is based on the assumption that
90% of trips are part of a return journey using the same route, to avoid double counting
in the calculation of the number of individuals affected.

Maidstone East Station Improvements
2014/15 (usage per day)
Trips
Individuals

Pedestrians
2092
1151

Cyclists
110
61

2018/19 (usage per day)
Without scheme (trips)
With scheme (trips)
Usage difference (trips)
Without scheme (individuals)
With scheme (individuals)
Usage difference (individuals)

Pedestrians
2148
2353
205
1182
1294
113

Cyclists
112
127
14
62
70
8

Bus
Users
220
121
Bus
Users
225
230
5
124
127
3

Table 13 – Maidstone East Station Usage

Tonbridge Station Improvements
2014/15 (usage per day)
Trips
Individuals

Pedestrians
6812
3747

Cyclists
372
204

2017/18 (usage per day)
Without scheme (trips)
With scheme (trips)
Usage difference (trips)
Without scheme (individuals)
With scheme (individuals)
Usage difference (individuals)

Pedestrians
6947
7611
664
3821
4186
365

Cyclists
377
425
49
207
234
27

Bus
Users
495
272
Bus
Users
498
515
17
274
283
9

Table 14 – Tonbridge Station Usage
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Swanley Station Improvements

2014/15 (usage per day)
Trips
Individuals

2020/21 (usage per day)
Without scheme (trips)
With scheme (trips)
Usage difference (trips)
Without scheme (individuals)
With scheme (individuals)
Usage difference (individuals)

Pedestrians
1946
1070

Cyclists
101
55

Pedestrians
2041
2230
189
1123
1227
104

Cyclists
104
117
13
57
65
7

Bus
Users
134
74
Bus
Users
140
139
-1
77
76
0

Table 15 – Swanley Station Usage

Swanley Cycle Path Improvements
Pedestrians
126

2020/21 (usage per day)
Individuals

Cyclists
1455

Table 16 – Swanley Cycle Paths Usage

Tunbridge Wells Shared Space Improvements
2013 (usage per day)
Pedestrian Cyclists
Trips
7551
290
Individuals
4153
160
2017 (usage per day)
Pedestrian Cyclists
Without scheme (trips)
7609
291
With scheme (trips)
8949
431
Usage difference (trips)
1340
140
Without scheme (individuals)
4185
160
With scheme (individuals)
4922
237
Usage difference (individuals)
737
77
Table 17 – Tunbridge Wells Shared Space Usage

Bus
1742
958
Bus
1744
2219
474
959
1220
261

Calculation of Benefits
The benefits of active travel (walk and cycle) improvements are established by entering
the difference between ‘without scheme’ and ‘with scheme improvements’, together with
the scheme costs, into the DfT Active Mode Appraisal Toolkit, 2015.
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The benefits of bus improvements are calculated using the marginal external costs
method. The MEC technique is the monetised valuation of various transport user
‘external impacts’, on the basis of predicted travel distance changes, by car, which would
result from a scheme. The impacts are classified as external when they may not be
perceived by a user, namely: Congestion delay, infrastructure maintenance, accidents,
local air quality, noise, greenhouse gas and indirect tax (fuel). The MEC approach is
useful when a multi-modal model is not available to provide quantified evidence of likely
scheme impacts.
The following steps were followed in order to arrive at the congestion impact of bus
measures:
Step 1: The total change in kilometres has been calculated by multiplying the forecast
‘without scheme’ and ‘with scheme’ trips by the average trip lengths, which are assumed
to be 11.26kms (taken from NTS) for users transferring from car to bus and then
subtracting the former from the latter.
Step 2: The MEC monetary valuation was extracted from WebTAG (A5.4.4) for the
relevant time period. The values were estimated by interpolation of values extracted for
the date of scheme implementation. The calculated values were then estimated for the
whole year.
A detailed example of the appraisal process undertaken is provided in Appendix C using
the calculations for Tonbridge Station Improvements.
Future Demand
Levels of growth beyond implementation have been estimated using the concept of a
rate of decay in use. In this case, it has been assumed that after the initial
encouragement of users to the intervention, rather than maintaining this increased level
of use indefinitely, additional use reduces over time compared to the ‘without scheme’
case by 10% per annum every year from scheme implementation.
Discounting
In line with TAG Unit A1.1 (November 2014), costs have been discounted and presented
in present values (2010). A discount rate of 3.5% has been applied.
Market Prices Adjustment
In line with TAG Unit A1.1 (November 2014), the indirect tax correction factor of 1.19
has been used to convert all values estimated in factor costs to market prices.
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4.5

Economic Overview
As set out in the Strategic Case, the schemes that make up this proposal represent
important complementary measures in supporting the development of jobs and housing
in West Kent. At around £7.5m, it is a relatively high-value proposal but does not justify
a fully WebTAG compliant economic appraisal as required for schemes above £8m, in the
South East. In addition, the complementary nature of the scheme does not lend itself to
such an appraisal in isolation. Consequently the Economic Case for the schemes is
focused on:


The direct quantitative benefits of each scheme, including decongestion savings,
the benefits of physical activity, journey quality benefits and the benefits of
reduced greenhouse gases, accidents and noise stemming from usage of the
scheme measures to encourage active travel, especially usage involving transfer
from car.



The direct quantitative benefits of the scheme, including decongestion savings,
air quality benefits and the benefits of reduced greenhouse gases, accidents and
noise stemming from usage of the scheme measures to encourage public
transport use, especially usage involving transfer from car.



Qualitative appraisal of other direct and also the wider benefits in the context of
the planned developments in the area, major transport schemes in the area and
complementary sustainable transport revenue schemes. These benefits include
decongestion and air quality benefits which are impossible to attribute to
individual scheme measures.



Direct scheme construction costs, not taking into account any additional
measures such as those supported by the LSTF revenue bid or any ongoing
maintenance costs, as these are included in existing maintenance budgets.

For the purposes of this proposal, the direct employment benefits (i.e. people employed
in constructing the scheme) have not been quantified, though these may be aggregated
into the direct employment generated by the LGF programme as a whole.
In addition to the quantitative benefits, a number of key qualitative benefits have been
taken into account. These are identified in Table 18:
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Table 18 - Additional Appraisal Elements
Appraisal Item

4.5.1

Direct/
Indirect

Approach to Appraisal

Economy - Regeneration

Indirect

Narrative approach based on enabling
development of the area, linked to other
initiatives. Includes tourism.

Environmental – Air Quality

Direct

Narrative approach based on the wider benefits
generated by the increased use of sustainable
transport

Social – Health & Well Being

Direct

Narrative approach based on the wider benefits
generated by the increased use of active travel
modes

Social – Accessibility &
Inclusion

Direct

Narrative approach based on provision of
improved access to employment, training and
education without the need for a car

Social – Quality of Life

Direct

Narrative approach based on improvements to
the travel environment and reductions traffic
impacts

Economic – Door to Door

Direct

Narrative approach based seamless travel
benefits

Economic – Financial

Direct

Narrative approach based on increased
patronage for providers of sustainable transport

Appraisal Flowchart
The approach to economic appraisal, using WebTAG principles is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16 – Appraisal Flowchart

Current
Demand

Generated
Demand

Future
Demand

User Counts

Modal Shift

Jobs & Housing

Demand Projections – based on scheme outputs & impacts of similar schemes locally or
elsewhere

Estimated
Demand/Use

DfT Active
Travel
Model

Quality of
Measures

MEC Model
(In House)

WebTAG A5.1,
A5.4 & A1.1

BCR

Initial VfM

Risk
Assessment

Final VfM
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4.5.2

Appraisal Scenarios
The preferred options have been identified through an appraisal process, taking into
account the long-term maintainability of the schemes as well as their effectiveness
against the core objectives.

4.5.3

Projected Scheme Usage
The scheme provides significant improvements in terms of the provision of additional,
high quality, sustainable transport measures and the quality and attractiveness of
existing measures. Each scheme is also targeted at a particular location with the aim of
reducing cars and increasing use of sustainable modes at and travelling to/from these
locations. The impact of measures, in this context, is based on the experience of the
introduction of similar measures elsewhere.
Together the improvements will:


Retain existing users. All measures intended to build on existing provision will rely
on counts of current users to provide a baseline demand level against which to
monitor future development;



Attract new users travelling between existing housing, employment and
education locations. Future user counts will seek to differentiate between
existing, new and future (see below) users.



Attract further new users as new housing and employment locations are
developed.



Attract additional retail, leisure users and tourists.

In all cases, it is assumed that effective complementary schemes, in particular the LSTF
revenue measures, will be undertaken to accompany the delivery of all measures. These
are incorporated into the Benefits Realisation Plan and include:


Adequate maintenance of each scheme;



Attractive, direct; connections (with signage and markings) to the scheme;



Marketing and promotion of each scheme to ensure its availability is continually
presented to potential users;



Integration with other transport modes, especially at local rail stations;



Complementary ‘soft’ measures, including residential, employment and education
travel plans, personal travel plans, bikeability schemes, cycle training, etc.;
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4.5.4

Complementary infrastructure schemes to address congestion pinch points.

Economic Benefit Calculations
The approach set out in section 4.4 details the key components of the 2010 present
value economic appraisal of the scheme in isolation. The main components of the
economic appraisal can be summarised, as follows:


Inclusion of scheme capital costs, only, in the public accounts calculations and
not operating or maintenance costs, as these latter costs are handled separately
through existing budgets and supporting economic case; furthermore, net
change in operating and maintenance costs with the scheme, compared with the
no scheme situation, is expected to be negligible;



Inclusion of optimism bias in the 2010 present value scheme capital cost
calculation; this assumes a cost adjustment of +3%, in line with WebTAG Unit
A1.2 (November 2014), for bus, cycle and pedestrian facilities at full transport
business case stage;



Quantified active travel benefits, using the DfT Active Travel Mode Appraisal tool;



Quantified benefits from increased use of buses, using an in house MEC
modelling tool ;



Journey quality benefits, stemming from the increase in sustainable transport
opportunities and the benefit derived by users from this.

An economic appraisal spreadsheet, showing how the 2010 present value costs and
benefits have been calculated for the West Kent LSTF, is provided in Appendix A.
The economic contribution of each scheme is delivered in conjunction with the
complementary LSTF revenue scheme measures and alongside the capacity
improvements stemming from complementary infrastructure schemes in West Kent.
Additional qualitative benefits, as detailed below, are considered after the calculation of
individual scheme BCRs and a BCR for the overall proposal, in order to support the
assessment of overall Value for Money. The quantitative and qualitative assessments of
impacts have been input to the Appraisal Summary Table (AST) for the LSTF scheme
package at 2020/21, as provided in Table 19.
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Table 19 – Appraisal Summary Table

Economy
Social

Environment

Rarely Monetised
Usually Monetised

Noise –
Air Quality –
Greenhouse Gases –

Sometimes
Monetised

Landscape –

Rarely Monetised

Townscape –
Heritage / Historic Environment –
Biodiversity –
Water Environment –

Usually Monetised

Travel Costs to Commuter & Other Users –
Accidents –
Physical Activity –
Journey Quality –

Sometimes
Monetised

Reliability for Commuter & Other Users –
Non-User Option/Non-Use Values –
Security –
Access to Services –
Affordability –
Severance –
Cost to Broad Transport Budget –
Indirect Tax Revenue –

Sustainability
(non-AST e.g.
LSTF)

Public
Accounts

Rarely Monetised

4.6

Usually Monetised
Sometimes
Monetised
Rarely Monetised

Neutral




£38,921,421
























£4,858,869

None
None

Usually Monetised
Sometimes
Monetised

None
None
Co-ordinated Door-to-Door Journeys –
Traffic Congestion –
Active Travel –





Detailed Appraisal
Table 20 summarises the economic benefits quantified for each individual package of
measures, for the duration of the scheme.
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Large

Moderate

Slight

Adverse



Reliability for Business Users –
Regeneration –
Wider Impacts –
None

Sometimes
Monetised

Rarely Monetised

Included with
commuter &
other users

Slight

Usually Monetised

Travel Costs to Business Users and Providers
–

Beneficial
Moderate

Specific Impact

Qualitative Outcome ()
(Non-Monetised)

Large

Monetised / NonMonetised Impact?

Quantitative Outcome
(Monetised) 2010 Present
Value

Impact Category

West Kent LSTF Scheme Appraisal Summary Table (AST) – Final Year 2020/21

Table 20 – Economic Benefits (Present Values in 2010 prices and values)
Scheme

Measure

Economic Benefits (£’000s)

Noise

Maidstone
East Station

Tonbridge
Station

Swanley
Station

Swanley
Cycle Paths
T. Wells
Shared
Space

Air

Greenhouse

Journey

Physical

Quality

Gases

Quality

Activity

Accidents

Decongestion

Walk/Cycle

3.41

0.00

10.94

3051.76

1819.67

50.80

211.75

Bus

1.56

0.02

4.40

n/a

n/a

23.07

144.46

Walk/Cycle

10.95

0.00

34.32

9760.62

5806.61

161.33

680.41

Bus

4.35

0.06

12.24

n/a

n/a

64.22

402.08

Walk/Cycle

3.09

0.00

9.49

2810.92

1634.05

45.01

191.87

Bus

1.43

0.00

3.97

n/a

n/a

20.86

139.67

Walk/Cycle

n/a

n/a

n/a

864.65

2988.36

n/a

n/a

Walk/Cycle

5.42

0.00

17.80

2750.31

2979.21

81.41

335.12

23.79

0.72

67.74

n/a

n/a

352.39

2155.25

Bus

The indirect taxation costs, at 2010 values, have also been calculated for each individual
package of measures, for the duration of the scheme. Subtracting this from the above
economic benefits enables the user present value benefit (PVB) to be established.
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Table 21 - Present User Benefits (Present Values in 2010 prices and values)
Scheme

Measure

£’000s
Total

Indirect

Benefits Taxation
Maidstone
East Station

Tonbridge
Station

Swanley
Station

Swanley
Cycle Paths
T. Wells
Shared
Space

PVB

Walk/Cycle

5148.34

-57.00

5091.34

Bus

173.51

-21.86

151.66

16454.24

-174.59

16279.65

Bus

482.95

-60.85

422.17

Walk/Cycle

4694.43

-47.02

4647.41

Bus

165.93

-17.76

148.19

Walk/Cycle

3853.01

0.00

3853.01

Walk/Cycle

6169.27

-94.77

6074.50

2599.89

-346.34

2253.55

Walk/Cycle

Bus

4.7

Value for Money Statement

4.7.1

Present Value of Benefits (Initial VfM Category)
The anticipated net present value of the overall proposal, net of all procurement,
construction and implementation costs, has been calculated as £38,921,421.49.

4.7.2

Risk adjustment
As risks for the overall proposal are considered minimal then there is no need to adjust
the net present value to take account of these.

4.7.3

Final VfM Category
A quantified economic appraisal of the capital costs and user benefits, for the overall
West Kent LSTF package for 2016 to 2021, shows the positive monetised outcomes
below, at 2010 present value and market prices.
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Table 22 – Value for Money, 2016 to 2021
Present Values in 2010 prices and values

4.7.4

PVB

£38,921,421

PVC

£4,729,170

NPV = PVB – PVC

£34,192,251

Initial BCR = PVB/PVC

8.23 (high)

Adjusted BCR

No adjustment made for non-quantified items

Qualitative Assessment

Improved Health and Well Being, Quality of Life,
Accessibility and Seamless Door to Door Journeys. Also
financial benefits to sustainable transport operators and
environmental benefits.

VfM Category

High

Summary of Benefits and Costs
The immediate benefit from the scheme will be the provision of a range of integrated
smarter choice measures which will facilitate a substantial increase in the use of
sustainable transport modes for journeys, in full or in part, for the journey to work or
education, especially in the peak and also for all other journey purposes throughout the
day.
In combination with the complementary LSTF revenue scheme and other LGF capital
measures, the scheme will help ‘lock in’ the benefits of transport investment and will
facilitate the sustainable growth of housing and employment set out in the SELEP
Strategic Economic Plan and the Local Plans for the area. This in turn will encourage
inward investment and enable commercial and employment growth in the area.
The primary financial benefits that have been used to calculate the value of the proposal
are:


Noise - benefits of reductions to traffic noise;



Air Quality – benefits of improvements in air quality within the vicinity of each
scheme;



Greenhouse Gases - benefits of reductions in CO2, nitrates and particulates;



Journey Quality – benefits from improvements in the journey ambience and
travel environment;
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Physical Activity – the health benefits of



Accidents – benefits of reductions in road traffic accidents;



De-congestion – benefits of reductions in traffic and improved journey times;

physical activity;

In addition, there are a number of further benefits which have not been monetised, the
most important of which are:

Economy – Regeneration
The proposal will support the sustainable development of employment, housing and
retail throughout West Kent and within this contribute to the creation of 405 jobs
and 443 houses.

Economy – Congestion
The proposal will reduce journey times and increase journey speed for travel in
each of the locations where a package of measures is provided and the congestion
hot spots surrounding these.

Economy – Financial
There are significant benefits available to the local economy from changes in the
travel behaviour of West Kent residents and visitors. These include:
 Benefits to retailers from improved access to their facilities;
 Benefits to operators of sustainable modes from increased patronage;
 Benefits to employers from improved attendance at work and productivity.

Environmental – Air Quality
Individual schemes will contribute to improvements to the air quality management
areas in West Kent, in turn improving the air to breathe for the general public and
those undertaking active travel.

Social – Health
The active travel measures in the scheme will assist in improving the general health
of all those that take these up, including:
 Help to lower blood pressure and improve heart health;
 Help with weight loss and improved fitness;
 In congested areas cyclists and pedestrians breathe in less fumes than drivers;
 Help reduce the number of days of illness/absenteeism each year.

Social – Well Being
The proposal as a whole will reduce traffic and traffic noise, improving the
environment around the locations of each scheme for those living in close proximity
to these areas and those travelling through them. The active travel measures will
also enhance the wellbeing of those that use them. Together this will lead to
benefits of:
 Improved mental health; and
 Reduced stress.

Social – Quality of Life
By increasing the transport options available in West Kent the proposal will help to
extend the journey opportunities of residents and visitors, increasing access to
greater range of facilities and in the process improving their sustainability. The
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stress free nature of sustainable travel will also enhance the journey quality of
users, relative to car use.

Social – Accessibility
Involving users in the design and implementation of measures will help to ensure
they are appropriate and accessible to all. Increasing the sustainable transport
options available in West Kent will also help to extend travel horizons and
opportunities for those without access to a car, commonly including the more
vulnerable and socially excluded members of the community; i.e. older people,
young people, disabled people, job seekers, low income families, etc.

Social – Door to Door
The aim to integrate measures with each other, complimentary schemes and the
wider transport network will increase opportunities for seamless door to door
journeys to be undertaken by sustainable modes, encouraging greater use of all
sustainable modes rather than the individual scheme measures in isolation. It will
also improve the safety, security and reliability of journeys made this way and
increased usage will enhance this further.

Social – Safety
Reduced congestion at key locations and pinch points in the road network will
improve road safety for both those living close to these and road users.

4.8

Sensitivity Analysis

4.8.1

Overview and Rationale for Analysis of Sensitivity
The economic case has been structured to be proportionate to the scope and scale of
the scheme and the likely magnitude of its various economic impacts. It also aims to be
transparent in its reasoning and presentation of appraisal evidence underpinning the
quoted economic worth of the scheme. The approach has been framed around the
scheme being neither exaggerated nor dismissive of its economic value, but modestly
conservative in its judgement.
There is potential for the scheme’s outcomes to be substantially different from those set
out in the Transport Business Case (TBC), if the following aspects of the economic case
are changed:


Certain types of scheme impact are included or excluded in the economic case
(which currently considers active travel, bus decongestion benefits and
accounts);



Economic parameter values are changed for the quantified assessment; and



Detailed elements of the scheme impact modelling and economic appraisal
methods are revisited and adjusted.
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The above aspects of the economic case will vary greatly in their comparative effects on
the scheme’s economic outcomes, in terms of their magnitude of change to the
economic benefits and costs.
Considering sensitivity, it is neither rational nor meaningful to undertake a detailed
quantification of multiple permutations of changes to the core economic appraisal
aspects, because so many of the aspects are uncertain and one set of assumptions may
be just as valid as another. The submitted TBC just contains, at its core, an objective
best-judgement, as regards the appropriate economic assumptions to be used to justify
the scheme. Instead of undertaking a detailed sensitivity analysis, there is provided
below a qualitative view of how sensitive the scheme could be to various changes to the
economic appraisal aspects.

4.8.2

Qualitative Sensitivity Analysis
This sensitivity analysis is based around a tabular cross-referencing of:


The economic appraisal aspects; and the scope of the assumed change to these;
against



The strength of justification for assuming a change; and the magnitude of the
resulting impact on the scheme’s economic outcome.

The analysis entails a Red / Amber / Green (RAG) grading of the strength of justification
for the change; and the magnitude of likely impacts, in accordance with the following
qualitative scale:


Red – Weak justification for change; or severe-negative impact on the economic
worth;



Amber – Neutral justification for change; or neutral impact on the economic
worth; and



Green – Strong justification for change; or substantial-positive impact on the
economic worth.

From the RAG assessment, it can be judged that if a sensitivity test shows a strong
justification (green) for changing an aspect of the submitted economic appraisal and
either a strong positive impact (green), or a severe negative impact (red), on the likely
economic outcome, then that sensitivity test should probably be undertaken. Otherwise,
the sensitivity test is probably not necessary.
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The table below summarises the findings from the qualitative economic sensitivity
analysis.
Table 23 West Kent LSTF - Economic Appraisal Sensitivity Analysis
Strength of

Likely Magnitude

Justification for

of Impact of

Assuming Change

Assumed Change

to economic

upon Economic

Appraisal

Appraisal
Outcome

Appraisal

Economic

Weak

Neutral

Strong

Aspect

Increase from the 20-year conventional period used

Appraisal Period
Bus

Change assumptions controlling vehicle kilometres potentially saved by Bus

Decongestion

improvements:

Impacts

– Uplift VehKm saved:


Modal shift from car to bus – (increase from: minus 1.04% used);

Bus

Change assumptions controlling vehicle kilometres potentially saved by

Decongestion

Fastrack C:

Impacts

– Dampen Down VehKm saved:


Bus Passenger

Modal shift from car to bus – (decrease from: minus 1.04% used);

Include quantified assessment of bus-user transport economic efficiency

User Appraisal
Active Mode

Change evidence regarding likely future pedestrian and cyclist movements,

Appraisal

which would be affected by Shared Space and Station access improvements:

Pedestrian and



Cyclist Users

Uplift forecast pedestrian and cyclist volumes, on basis of greater trip
growth and modal share, encouraged.

Active Mode

Change evidence regarding likely future pedestrian and cyclist movements,

Appraisal

which would be affected by Shared Space and Station access improvements:

Pedestrian and



Dampen down forecast pedestrian and cyclist volumes encouraged.

Cyclist Users
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Severe Negative

Economic

Neutral

Scope of Assumed Change
Substantial Positive

Scheme

Strength of

Likely Magnitude

Justification for

of Impact of

Assuming Change

Assumed Change

to economic

upon Economic

Appraisal

Appraisal
Outcome

Appraisal

Wider impacts

Include quantified assessment of impacts upon:

on local



economy and
regeneration

Weak

Neutral

Strong

Aspect

Neutral

Economic

Severe Negative

Scope of Assumed Change
Substantial Positive

Scheme

Regeneration – Business activity, in terms of ease of access to markets
and suppliers;



areas

Regeneration – Labour market, in terms of ease of access of employers
to workforce pool and workers to range of job opportunities;



Regeneration – Area’s attractiveness to visitors and resulting
expenditure.



Agglomeration Economies – Business success from agglomeration and
easier interaction;



Output in Imperfect Markets – Scale of profitable business production
of goods and services;



Labour Market Tax Revenue – Economic effect of increased number of
people working (i.e. Government tax revenues);

Dependent

Include assessment to determine if measures are a necessary requirement

Housing

for new homes to be developed under local planning initiatives.

Development
considerations

4.8.3

Conclusions from Sensitivity Analysis
By considering the qualitative outcomes that have been interpreted in Table 23, from the
economic case sensitivity analysis, the following conclusions can be drawn:


None of the above sensitivity test changes to the economic appraisal has a
strong justification for needing to be undertaken.



All of the sensitivity tests showing at least a neutral justification are predicted to
have a strong positive impact on the economic outcome, indicating that the core
economic appraisal has not overestimated the value of the scheme.
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If further changes are made to the economic appraisal for those aspects which
are predicted to have at least a neutral justification, then all of the sensitivity
outcomes will raise the scheme’s positive economic worth (BCR), above the value
shown in the TBC.

On the basis of the above sensitivity analysis, it is judged that the economic appraisal
method and quantified scheme value, which have been set out in the TBC, are sensible,
proportionate and transparent.
There is no clear imperative to amend the economic appraisal scope and assumptions,
because none of the above sensitivity tests have shown a strong justification for change,
together with a substantial-positive, or severe-negative, impact.

4.8.4

Key Risks and Uncertainties
A key risk relating directly to the delivery of the measure proposed for Maidstone East
Station has been identified. However, this concerns the timing of obtaining planning
permission for the development, rather than a perceived risk that the scheme will not go
ahead. It is expected that the phase 1 scheme will proceed within the timeframe of the
proposal, although it’s possible it may not be fully implemented by the end of 2017/18.
Similarly, a potential delay in the provision of match funds from CIL has been identified
as a key risk relating directly to the delivery of the measure for Swanley Station.
However, this also concerns the timing of obtaining match funds for the development,
rather than a perceived risk that the scheme will not go ahead. It is expected that the
scheme will proceed within the timeframe of the proposal, although it’s possible it may
not commence in 2018/19.
No other key risks or uncertainties to any measure within the overall scheme proposed
are known at this time.
However, a small number of key risks have been identified (Table 24) in relation to the
complimentary measures required to support the schemes and mitigation approaches
have been defined to address these:
Risk
Complimentary schemes

Likelihood

Mitigation

Take up of the

Liaison with other

do not progress at the rate

proposed scheme

scheme promoters

expected

measures may be

to track overall

reduced

progress
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Risk
Reduced take up will

Likelihood
Medium

Impact

Mitigation

Scheme benefits will Significant

reduce quality of life

not be recognised

marketing and

benefits

by the wider

promotional

community

activities

Scheme take up

Significant other

may be reduced

marketing and

Website and App

Medium

supported by LSTF
revenue funds may take

promotional

longer to implement than

activities

envisaged
Table 24 – Risks to Complimentary Measures

4.9

Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting
Overall Scheme
The overall impact of the scheme in meeting the scheme objectives and critical success
factors will be monitored via annual surveys, vehicle counts and consultation at each of
the scheme locations. This will be undertaken by the scheme promoter following scheme
implementation. Results will be compared with the projections for increased active travel,
bus use and reduced use of cars at each location and once analysed will form part of the
scheme promoters report to the overall management group for LGF schemes. Together
with the data obtained on individual measures (below) outcomes will also be used to
inform the development of scheme measures in future years.

Station Access and Shared Space Improvements
The Station improvements will be monitored by Southeastern and the Shared Space
improvements by Tunbridge Wells Borough Council undertaking regular (quarterly)
counts of the cycles and cars using its stations/town centre. They will also undertake an
initial passenger survey and then further surveys annually to establish the modal split
and satisfaction of all users. Results will be evaluated by them and used to inform further
development. They will also be passed to the scheme promoter for them to monitor
overall progress with the measures with the results of this forming part of the scheme
promoters report to the overall management group for LGF schemes.
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Cycle Parking at Stations and town centres
Cycle parking at Stations and Tunbridge Wells Town Centre will be monitored using
regular (quarterly) cycle counts. These will be undertaken and evaluated by
Southeastern in the case of stations and the Council for Tunbridge Wells. Both will also
undertake occasional satisfaction surveys. Results will be passed to the scheme promoter
for them to monitor overall progress with the measure with the results of this forming
part of the scheme promoters report to the overall management group for LGF schemes.

Pedestrian Information Displays
Pedestrian information Displays will be monitored by KCC using counts of those using
signs and satisfaction surveys. Results will be compared with a baseline of zero and
included in the scheme promoters report to the overall management group for LGF
schemes.

Cycle Path Improvements
Sevenoaks District Council will undertake annual counts of cyclists and pedestrians using
the proposed cycle paths in Swanley, once these are implemented. Outputs will be
passed to KCC and subsequently form part of their report to the overall management
group for LGF schemes.

Future Ticketing Technology
The roll out of future ticketing technology is now complete. It will be monitored by the
bus operators, based on the number of services improved and passenger counts on
these. They will also include questions on the technology introduced in the passenger
satisfaction surveys they regularly undertake on their services. Results will subsequently
be reported directly to the scheme promoter for inclusion in their report to the overall
management group for LGF schemes.
Match Funding for Businesses and Innovative Schools Fund
All businesses and schools receiving grant support will be expected to establish a Travel
Plan. As part of this they will undertake a user survey to establish the modal split and
satisfaction levels of users and counts of the use of cycle and car parking facilities. These
surveys will be repeated annually. Results will be reported to the scheme promoter for
inclusion in their report to the overall management group for LGF schemes.
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5

Commercial Case

5.1

Introduction
KCC has well established procedures for project management and partnership working
and has frequently worked in partnership with transport providers, schools, businesses,
District and Borough Councils, health services and charity organisations to deliver joint
schemes in the sustainable transport sector. In recent years, successful projects have
been delivered with Southeastern (LSTF-funded Station Forecourt Enhancements),
Arriva, Stagecoach and other bus operators (Bus corridor and route upgrades), Schools
(Walking and Cycling Behaviour change initiatives and infrastructure enhancements),
Businesses (schemes aimed at reducing business transport costs) and Sustrans and
British Cycling (Skyride and other related activities). Electric Vehicle Charging Points
have also been delivered with District and Borough Councils. Therefore the relationships
required to deliver all elements within this proposal are well established, reducing risk
and helping to ensure project completion.

5.2

Scheme Procurement
The scheme procurement process will differ according to whether the measure under
consideration is to be delivered by KCC in house or through partnership working with an
external delivery agent. The details of how this will be managed are outlined in section
7. Table 25 provides a summary of the proposed specification, delivery and procurement
arrangements for each measure:
Scheme

Specification & Delivery lead

Station Access improvements
and town centre links – Swanley
Station

Southeastern

Station Access improvements
and town centre links –
Maidstone East Station

Network Rail

Station Access improvements
and town centre links –
Tonbridge Station

Kent County Council

Shared Space improvements –
Tunbridge Wells

Tunbridge Wells Borough
Council

Cycle Parking at Stations and
town centres

As above for Swanley,
Maidstone East, Tonbridge and
Tunbridge Wells
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Procurement
Separate tenders for the:
- Cycle parking
- Station refurbishment &
access routes
Separate tenders for the:
- Cycle parking
Station refurbishment & access
routes
Procurement and delivery using
existing protocols and term
contracts.
Design and procurement to be
undertaken by the Council,
based on existing protocols.
Cycle stands and installation
purchased by public tender
based on existing protocols.
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Scheme

Specification & Delivery lead

Cycle Infrastructure

Kent County Council

Pedestrian Information Displays

Kent County Council

Match funding for Businesses

Kent County Council

Innovative Schools Fund

Kent County Council

Procurement
Design, procurement & delivery
to be undertaken by the Council,
using existing protocols and
term contracts.
Procurement arrangements for
the current pilot already provide
authority for roll out of measure
Design, procurement & delivery
to be undertaken by the Council,
using existing protocols and
term contracts.
Design, procurement & delivery
to be undertaken by the Council,
using existing protocols and
term contracts.

Table 25 – Procurement
NB - Delivery through existing Amey Highways Term Maintenance Contract (HTMC)
This option is strictly not procurement as the HTMC is an existing contract. The HTMC is
based on a Schedule of Rates agreed at the inception of the contract. The price for each
individual scheme is determined by identifying the quantities of each required item into a
Bill of Quantities. Amey may price ‘star’ items if no rate already exists for the required
item.
If the scope of a specific scheme is different from the item coverage within the HTMC
contract a new rate can be negotiated. The HTMC contains an upper limit in terms of
scheme value which is £100,000; however, this can potentially be increased with
agreement from KCC procurement.

5.3

Required Services
The implementation of all schemes will be overseen by the KCC scheme promoter with
support from the KCC Transport Innovations team of which they are the lead officer. The
scope of the works required for project management of each scheme is outlined
overleaf. KCC management costs will be met by the Project Management measure
incorporated within the scheme.
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1. Design/specification
2. Procurement
3. Construction
4. Maintenance
5. Monitoring

5.4

Benefits Realisation Plan
An outline benefits realisation plan (see Appendix D) has been produced to drive the
monitoring and delivery of measures. This will be developed further by KCC Transport
Innovations Team as the scheme is progressed.

5.5

Potential for Risk Transfer
There are limited opportunities for the transfer of some risks through the
procurement process for the following measures (risks to transfer are adjoined):


Station Access improvements and town centre links – transfer construction &
timeframe risks to the supplier commissioned through the Terms and Conditions
applied during the procurement process;



Cycle Paths – transfer design, construction & timeframe risks to the supplier
commissioned through the Terms and Conditions applied during the procurement
process;



Pedestrian information – transfer design construction & timeframe risks to the
supplier commissioned through the Terms and Conditions applied during the
procurement process;



Match funding for Businesses (dependent on measures sought) - transfer
construction & timeframe risks to any suppliers commissioned through the Terms
and Conditions applied during the procurement process; and



Innovative Schools Fund (dependent on measures sought) - transfer construction
& timeframe risks to any suppliers commissioned through the Terms and
Conditions applied during the procurement process.
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6

Financial Case

6.1

Introduction
This chapter presents The Financial Case for the West Kent LSTF - Tackling Congestion.
It concentrates on the affordability of the proposal, its funding arrangements and
technical accounting issues.
Capital costs have been calculated for the do-something scheme, only, because there are
not expected to be any alternative construction costs that would be incurred in the donothing option. All costs (i.e. all those supported by both LGF and by match funds) that
will be incurred, including project management costs, have been considered and
included in both the financial case and the economic appraisal.
‘Sunk’ costs, which represent expenditure incurred prior to funding approval and which
cannot be retrieved, have not been included. Neither have maintenance and ongoing
revenue costs beyond the life of the programme as these will be absorbed into the
existing budgets of the individual sponsors of the measures.

6.2

Capital Cost Component at 2015 Prices
This section considers the capital costs associated with the proposed scheme
investment. The capital required to fund the project is £7.57m for the period 2016-2021.
The amount requested from the LGF is £4.2m. The cost is broken down by measure
below.

Breakdown and Time Profile of Project Costs
Table 26 provides an overall summary of the costs of the separate measures which make
up the overall scheme.
Table 26 – Cost Estimates of Scheme Components (2015 prices)
Scheme

Year

Cost (£)

Tunbridge Wells

2016/17

£1,030,708

Maidstone East

2016/18

£2,487,950

Tonbridge

2017/19

£395,793

2018/2021

£1,701,474

Swanley
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Scheme

Year

Cost (£)

Funding to Businesses and Hospitals2

2016/17

£38,766

Innovative Schools Fund3

2016/17

£54,272
£5,708,963

Total Base Cost

6.3

Inflation
Table 27 provides a base cost estimate of the investment which incorporates real cost
increases (WebTAG A1.2). General inflation is assumed to be 2% in 2015, while
construction costs are forecast to increase by 4% in the same period. Therefore the base
investment costs, including real cost increases have been calculated below:
Table 27 – Base Scheme Costs (2015 prices)
Scheme

Year

Cost (£)

Tunbridge Wells

2016/17

£1,050,918

Maidstone East

2016/18

£2,568,677

Tonbridge

2017/19

£419,211

2018/2021

£1,850,521

Funding to Businesses and Hospitals

2016/17

£39,526

Innovative Schools Fund

2016/17

£55,336

Swanley

£5,984,189

Total Base Cost

6.4

Risk Budget
A 10% risk contingency has been applied in line with best practice for work of this
nature. The projects likely risk profile will be considered further as part of the Quantified
Risk Assessment (QRA) to be established by KCCs Transport Innovations Team as the
design elements progress further.

2
3

Funded entirely by KCC
Funded entirely by KCC
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6.5

Contingency
WebTAG guidance states that an allowance for optimism bias should be added to the
risk adjusted cost estimate, however, recent DfT advice (Growth Deal Large Transport
Project Portfolio (aka “retained” schemes, November 2015) is that optimism bias is
excluded but scheme costs should contain an element of contingency. Therefore, a
contingency of 15% has been added.

6.6

Final Scheme Costs
Table 28 below shows the final scheme costs for the funding bid associated with the
scheme at 2015 prices, including risk, contingency and inflation but excluding indirect
taxation.
Table 28 – Final Scheme Costs Summary (2015 prices)

Cost Type (£)
Scheme Cost
Inflation
Risk Allowance
Contingency
Total

6.7

£1,030,708

£2,487,950.00

£395,793

£1,701,474

Funding to
Businesses
and
Hospitals
£38,766

£20,210

£80,727.00

£23,419

£149,047.00

£760

£1,064

£275,227

£105,091.84

£256,867.68

£41,921.19

£185,052.10

£3,952.57

£5,533.60

£598,419

£173,401.53

£423,831.67

£69,169.96

305,335.97

£6,521.74

£9,130.43

£987,391

£1,329,411.37

£3,249,376

£530,303

£2,340,909

£50,000

£70,000

£7,570,000

Tunbridge Wells

Maidstone

Tonbridge

East

Swanley

Innovative
Schools
Fund
£54,272

£5,708,963

Total Costs

Spend Profile
The total sum requested from the Local Growth Fund is £4.2m, with total match funding
of £3.37m. The details are provided in Table 29:

Funding Source
Local Growth Fund (SELEP)
Match Funding
KCC Funded
Total

Total
(£m)
4.2
3.25
0.12
7.57

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20 2020/21
(£m)
(£m)
(£m)
(£m)
(£m)
1.4
0.9
0.5
0.7
0.7
1.1
1.37
0.1
0.34
0.34
0.12
0
0
0
0
2.62
2.27
0.6
1.04
1.04

Table 29 – Sources of Finance

6.8

Whole Life Costs
On-going revenue costs, including maintenance, will be absorbed into existing budgets of
the delivery agent for each measure. Therefore these have not been quantified.
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6.9

Funding Assumptions
The total project cost is estimated at £7,570,000 million which will be funded from the
LEP contribution of £4,200,000m which has provisionally been granted dependent on the
business case and a guaranteed contribution of £3,370,000m in match funds.

6.10

Costs of Individual Measures
Costs are based on industry standards, consultation with key stakeholders and KCCs
substantial previous experience of the delivery of sustainable transport and smarter
choices initiatives across the region.
Detailed costs have been identified for the initial (4) measures due to be implemented in
2016/17. However, design work for one of these and for other measures to be
implemented in later years is either ongoing or yet to commence. As a result, whilst
broad estimates of costs are available, more detailed costs for these measures cannot
yet be established.
The following outlines the position for each individual measure:

Maidstone East Station Improvements
A comprehensive budget for the station improvements proposed has been drawn up by
consultants for Southeastern. This provides a detailed breakdown of the costs for each of
7 work stages and an overarching Design and Planning task, which together will deliver
all elements of the measure. The total costs for each task area are summarised in the
Table 30.
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Table 30 – Maidstone Station Improvements Costs
LGF sought - £1m
Match available - £2.2m (Network Rail £1m & Borough Council £1.2m)

Tunbridge Wells Shared Space
Consultants for the Borough Council are in the process of producing a detailed budget as
part of the work to finalise the design for the Shared Space measure. However, the
Council have provided KCC with an indicative outline budget for the measure. This is
identified in Table 31.
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Table 31 – Tunbridge Wells Shared Space Costs
LGF sought - £1m
Match available - £0.3m (Borough Council)

Funding for Businesses and Hospitals
KCC have identified a total budget of £50k to support businesses and hospitals seeking
to develop sustainable transport initiatives in 2016/17. Based on schemes in previous
years, an average spend per organisation of between £4k and £5k can be expected.
Therefore, with the measure aiming to support a minimum of 7/8 businesses or hospitals
a sum of just under £38k has been identified for direct scheme costs. The remainder will
cover inflation, risks and contingency (see Table 28).
It is possible the organisations supported will add themselves to the funds available for
initiatives. However, the extent of additional funds will not be known until bids are
invited from organisations at the start of 2016/17.
LGF sought - £0
Funds available from KCC - £50k
Additional funds from businesses and Hospitals – n/a
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Support for Schools
KCC have identified a total budget of £70k to support schools seeking to develop
sustainable transport initiatives in 2016/17. Based on schemes in previous years, an
average spend per school of between £3k and £4k can be expected. Therefore, with the
measure aiming to support a minimum of 13/14 schools a sum of just over £54k has
been identified for direct scheme costs. The remainder will cover inflation, risks and
contingency (see Table 28).
LGF sought - £0
Funds available from KCC - £70k

Tonbridge Station Improvements
A broad estimate of the funds required to support Tonbridge Station improvements is
provided below based, primarily, on KCCs previous experience of delivering station
improvement schemes.

Table 32 – Tonbridge Station Improvements Costs
LGF sought - £0.5m
Match available – £0

Swanley Station Improvements
A broad estimate of the funds required to support Swanley Station improvements is
provided below based, primarily, on KCCs previous experience of delivering station
improvement schemes. The funds include an amount to construct the 2 proposed
cycle/pedestrian paths between the station and the town centre. Costs for this are based
on industry standards for paths of the length proposed.
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Table 33 – Swanley Station Improvements Costs
LGF sought - £1.5m
Match available – £0.75m (CIL/Sevenoaks District Council)

Project Management
The total Funds of 200k sought from LGF for project management will support the
equivalent of one additional post holder, at £40k per annum, within the KCC Transport
Innovations Team. However, the project management responsibilities for ensuring the
delivery of measures will be allocated across this team based on skills required.

6.11

Overall Affordability
A total of £4.2m is sought from LGF. This is matched by £3.37m of funds from local
sources including Kent County Council, the Councils where schemes are to be located
and Network Rail. This funding is considered secure and the design process is already
underway in a number of locations.
There are potential additional match funds, of £1.2m, from SouthEastern if they are
successful in their bid to ATOC for funds to improve the rear of Tonbridge station. There
is also an additional match funding contribution expected from businesses that receive
grant funds through the Match Funding to Businesses measure. However, these are not
yet secure and therefore, not included in the above costs. Neither measure is dependent
on receipt of these funds.
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The continuation of the scheme design, procurement and construction of all measures,
apart from the Match Funding to Businesses and Innovative School Fund, is dependent
on the LGF funding sought being awarded.
Costs will be further refined as design work progresses with the bulk of costs expected to
contribute to the construction/installation of infrastructure. Ongoing costs, including
maintenance, for all measures delivered by external partners will be absorbed into their
existing budgets, as the improvements will become the asset of the delivery partner. All
measures delivered on the highway will be maintained by KCC, the lead Partner, from
their existing maintenance budget.
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7

Management Case

7.1

Overview
The Management Case outlines how the proposed schemes and their intended outcomes
will be delivered successfully. It gives assurances that the scheme content, programme,
resources, impacts, problems, affected groups and decision makers, will all be handled
appropriately, to ensure that the scheme is ultimately successful.

7.2

Project Plan
The project timetable for the measures is still at a relatively early stage and will be
refined as the design and procurement processes become clearer. Assuming funding for
the scheme measures is available the chart at appendix B indicates the schedule.

7.3

Project Management
The overall scheme will be managed on a day to day basis by KCCs Transport
Innovations Team. The make-up of the current team is illustrated team below:

Figure 17 – KCC Transport Innovations Team
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The Transport Innovations Programme Manager will have overall project management
responsibility for the scheme. Other team members will take responsibility for individual
measures based on the skills match between them and the elements that make up each
measure. Early in 2016/17 the Transport Innovations Team will establish a quantified
risk assessment for the overall scheme and develop the benefits realisation plan
(appendix D).
Work on the measures will be integrated into the overall work programme for the team,
alongside that on other sustainable transport capital and LSTF revenue schemes. This
will ensure opportunities to join up the measures proposed with other capital and
revenue measure are delivered.
The Delivery agents for the individual measures are identified in section 5.2. Those
external to KCC will each incorporate the delivery of measures allocated to them into the
responsibilities of their existing management teams, as appropriate. Delivery will be
integrated with the overall work plans for these teams to ensure maximum synergy with
wider development and any opportunities for efficiency savings are obtained.

7.4

Project Governance, Roles and Responsibilities
KCC have set up a clear and robust structure to provide accountability and an effective
decision making process for the management of the LEP funded schemes. Each scheme
will have a designated project manager who will be an appropriately trained and
experienced member of KCC staff.
Figure 18 below provides an outline of the overall governance structure implemented to
manage the delivery of each scheme.
A detailed breakdown of the meetings (along with the attendees, scope and output of
each) which make up the established governance process is set out below.

Project Steering Group (PSG) Meetings
PSG meetings are held fortnightly to discuss individual progress on each scheme and are
chaired by KCC Project Managers (PMs). Attendees include representatives from each
stage of the LEP scheme (i.e. KCC Bid Team, KCC sponsor, KCC PMs, Amey design team
and construction manager). Progress is discussed in technical detail raising any issues or
concerns for all to action. A progress report, minutes of meeting and an update on
programme dates are provided ahead of the Programme Board (PB) meeting for
collation and production of the Highlight Report.
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Highlight Report
The Progress Reports sent by the KCC PMs comprise of the following updates; general
progress, project finances, issues, risks and governance meeting dates. The Highlight
Report identifies any areas of concern or where decisions are required by the PB meeting
or higher to the KCC LEP Programme Manager. An agreed version of the Highlight
Report is issued to the PB meeting attendees during the meeting.

Programme Board (PB) Meeting
The PB meeting is held monthly and is chaired by the KCC LEP Programme Manager.
Attendees include representatives from all three stages of the schemes (i.e. KCC LEP
Management, KCC LEP Bidding, KCC Sponsors, KCC PMs, Amey Account Manager, Amey
Technical Advisors, Amey Construction representatives). This meeting discusses project
progress to date, drilling into detail if there is an issue or action (as identified in the PSG
meeting), financial progress, next steps and actions. Outputs of this meeting are the
Highlight Report and the minutes of meeting.

Escalation Report
A list of actions and decisions that the PB meeting was unable to resolve is prepared
ready for the Sponsoring Group (SG) meeting to discuss and ultimately resolve.

Sponsoring Group (SG) Meeting
The SG is held monthly and will be chaired by Tim Read (KCC Head of Transportation).
Attendees are Barbara Cooper (Corporate Director), Roger Wilkin (Director of Highways,
Transportation and Waste), Tim Read and Mary Gillett (KCC Major Projects Planning
Manager).

This meeting discusses high-level programme progress to date, financial

progress, next steps and closes out any actions from the escalation report. Output is
sent to Mary Gillett for distribution. Technical advisors are invited if necessary to expand
upon an issue. All actions from the start of this meeting cycle are to be closed out by the
SG when they meet (i.e. no actions roll over to subsequent meetings).
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Figure 18 – Governance Diagram
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7.5

Evidence of Previously Successful Scheme Management Strategy
KCC have a successful track record of delivering major transport schemes within the
county. The most recent of which were the East Kent Access Phase 2 (EKA2) and
Sittingbourne Northern Relief Road schemes (SNRR).
The EKA2 scheme, completed in May 2012, was designed to support economic
development, job creation and social regeneration, improving access with high quality
connections between the urban centres, transport hubs and development sites in East
Kent. The overall objectives of the scheme were to unlock the development potential of
the area, attract inward investment and maximise job opportunities for local people. The
extent of the scheme is shown in the Figure 19.

Figure 19 – EKA2 Scheme Layout
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The scheme was successfully delivered within budget and ahead of programme through
the adoption of a robust management approach similar to that set out above to deliver
the West Kent LSTF scheme. The total value of the scheme was £87.0m of which
£81.25m was funded by Central Government.

Figure 20 – SNRR Scheme Layout
The intended scheme outcomes are currently being monitored but the intended benefits
of the scheme are anticipated to be realised.
The SNRR scheme (Figure 20), completed in December 2011, was designed to remove
the severance caused by Milton Creek and give direct access to the A249 trunk road for
existing and new development areas, thereby relieving Sittingbourne town centre.
The project is an excellent example of multi agencies working towards a common aim.
The scheme was funded by the Homes & Communities Agency in its West Kent
regeneration role, by the Department of Transport in its support of local major schemes
and by private sector S106 contributions. The scheme was delivered under budget and
to programme.
Both the EKA2 and SNRR schemes have since been awarded regional Institute of Civil
Engineers (ICE) Excellence Awards.
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7.6

Project Risks
Project risk is managed as an on-going process as part of the scheme governance
structure, set out above. A scheme risk register is maintained and updated at each of the
two-weekly Project Steering Group meetings. Responsibility for the risk register being
maintained is held by the KCC Project Manager (Kerry Prescott) and is reported as part
of the monthly Progress Reports.
Any high residual impact risks are then identified on the highlight report for discussion at
the Programme Board (PB) meeting. Required mitigation measures are discussed and
agreed at the PB meeting and actioned by the KCC PM as appropriate.
An example scheme risk register is shown in Figure 21:

Figure 21 – Example Risk Register

7.7

Gateway Review Arrangements
Since this scheme is being funded through a completely new arrangement of devolved
major scheme funding, the Gateway Review arrangements are as yet undefined. As the
Transport Business Case progresses, these will be fully defined and reported, in
consultation with the LEP and other stakeholders.
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8

Conclusions and Recommendation

8.1

Conclusions
The proposed 2016 to 2021 LSTF scheme demonstrates a clear benefit in terms of
reducing congestion, greenhouse gases, noise and accidents and improving journey
quality, physical activity and air quality, through encouraging use of sustainable modes.
This has been subjected to an economic appraisal using WebTAG principles and has
demonstrated a positive benefit/cost ratio of 8:23 over the lifespan of the schemes.

8.2

Recommended Approach and Next Steps
Following submission of this Strategic Outline Case to the South East Local Enterprise
Partnership and the agreement to allocate funds, it is recommended that the
specification for the measures be taken forward for further detailed assessment and
implementation.
It is also recommended that KCC seek to improve their monitoring of data sources,
especially in the area of bus, pedestrian and cycle movements to ensure the benefits of
the schemes can be tracked and similar schemes appraised more comprehensively in the
future.

Value for Money Statement
An outline Value for Money Statement has been prepared and will be refined as the
scheme is progressed.

8.3

Recommendation
It is recommended that a total of £4.2m LGF funding be allocated to support the LSTF
measures proposed for 2016 to 2021.

Section 151 Letter is attached as Appendix E.
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APPENDIX A – Summary of Analysis of Monetised Costs and Benefits

Note: This table includes costs and benefits which are regularly or occasionally presented
in monetised form in transport appraisals, together with some where monetisation is in
prospect. There may also be other significant costs and benefits, some of which cannot
be presented in monetised form. Where this is the case, the analysis presented above
does NOT provide a good measure of value for money and should not be used as the
sole basis for decisions.
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Appendix B – Project Plan
Attached as a separate PDF
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Appendix C – Example Appraisal – Tonbridge Station Improvements
Predicted Demand
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Active Mode Tool Kit
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MEC AMCB Summary Table

Summary BCR AMCB Table

Active Travel Toolkit
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Appendix D – Benefits Realisation Plan
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Appendix E

Section 151 Letter
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